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By Neeraj Vohra

By MoDy Ko..

25
Terry Morris, president of the and to allow me to get back to my
A student leader was investigated
Evening Session Student Assembly, meeting. It was at this time that Mr.
by the Office of the Dean of
20
has formally complained to the Lyles took two steps away from me
Students
for having sponsored an
Office of the Dean of Students and began to threaten me. 'I am goactivity in Room 114 of ISS E. 24
IS
about Utbe behavior of one [of the]
ing to take you before the disciSt.
without proper authorization.
employees in the department of plinary committee for spreading lies
Jocelyn Murphy, president of
to
student services, namely Mr.
about me .. Did you hear what I
BLACK Black Leadership
Charles Lyles, director of evening said? I am going to take you before
Through
Action,
Collectiveness,
S
and graduate services."
the disciplinary committee.' "
and Knowledge - and a member of
But according to Lyles, Morris's
According
to
Lyles,
Morris
the evening government, used the
o
"letter is in response to a memo
room on the evening of Nov. 22 to
that I sent to the dean (of students) "provoked a situation by not
ORIENTAL
PUERTO
RICAN
HISPANIC
BU-cK
host a talk without first securing
"BITE
about abusive language that Morris
.
(Continued on Page 8, Col J)
the
approval of Charles Lyles,
For more resalts of the Aaaal Freshmaa Sarvey, see page 6.
used." A copy of that letter,dated
director of evening and graduate
Jan. 30, 1986, was also sent to Mor- r----:------------===========================~
students
services.
"
ris, and it says in part:
"What I did, I violated the stu"I had hoped you had accepted
dent
code," said Murphy. "I didn't
or at least understood the responget permission to use this space."
sibility with which this office is
As a result, Murphy said she was
charged, especially pertaining to
told she was guilty of the following
the _review of student fee allocaoffenses, listed in the undertions. However, your memoranBy Eric J. Fox
graduate student handbook under
By Caitlin Mollison
dum !If 1-28 and your emotional
"Regulations Governing Studentsoutbursts on 1-30 suggest that you
The Baruch College Black and
Security incidents during Conduct":
do not understand my function and Hispanic Alumni Association AdJanuary were running at about a) Violation of regu1&tiona relating
moreover, that you areincrealiqly hoc COI1lmitto: ~ pbm.ning. a pro'-:: ' ~·ooe. pet: day" _ ~ to David to the entry au4.usc of iDstitutional
, .o. ,~, vice-~- for Ad- facilities indumlll closing hour
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~. ."8Ii~
g)1llc.idF.,.
ftlinistratiou.
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Minority Alumni Committee
Calls for Convocation Rally
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Security Incidents
During January
Called 'Modest'
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Segall. president of Baruch College, to recognize the group as a
separate alumni association.
"This demonstration will expose
the insensitivity and racist policies
of Baruch College against its black
and Hispanic students, " said
Joseph Sellman, chairperson of the
ad-hoc committee.
Sellman said that he contacted
David Dinkins, the Manhattan
borough president, who has been
invited to speak at the-convocation,
and asked that he meet with
representatives of the ad-hoc committee.
Terry Morris. praideBt of the ESSA
Dinkins was unavailable for
becoming an impediment to the comment, but David Kirby, who is
in charge of scheduling for Dinkins
fulfilment [sic] of that function."
In the Feb. 3, 1986 memorandum said that Dinkins would appear as
sent to Dr. Henry Wilson, Jr., dean scheduled on Feb. 23. Kirby spoke
before he received the letter from
of students, Morris wrote that "on
two occasions during the Fall Sellman and based his comments
semester of 1985 Mr. Lyles bursted on background information read
[sic] into my office while I was over the phone by a Ticker
engaged in COBYefsation with reporter.
tr. is not dear wRetJier, DiBk'iAS
students, inten1iptea- my conversations, raisecl his voice at me and will meet with the ad-hoc commitstormed out of the office angrily." tee.
When .contacted, Joel Segall
The letter said that although
Morris was willing to overlook president of Baruch College, said
those incidents, Lyles's "actions at he was unaware of any planned ralapproximately 7:15 p.m. on Thurs- ly and refused coment because the
day, Jan. 30, 1986 cannot be issue of recognition of the ad-hoc
committee was in litigation. He did
forgotten. "
According to the letter, on that' say that "it would bea shame" if
evening Lyles stormed into the the rally interrupted mid-year conESSA office and interrupted a vocation.
The ad..hoc committee -filed a
meeting ·tbat·, Morris was having
with Earlie Butler, a member of the lawsuit in Oct. 1984 with Sellman
ESSA. As Morris wrote in his com- charging that Segall's- position oprecognition
was
plaint, 16 1 then asked Mr. Lyles to posing
put what he has to say in writing "arrogant. U

on pretiminaryresults received
. from security.
Several Baruch students told Tht!
Ticker that they had several items
stolen from their handbags in the
journalism room, a subdivision of
the Engtish department located on
the 10th floor of 46 E. 26 St. Other
reports by students were that four
electric pencil sharpeners and a
toaster oven had been stolen from
Joel SepII, prell.... of . . 1IdI CoIJeae·
III E. 18 St. Another report. in the
same building, was that a woman
The lawsuit is based on first returning from the bathroom.
amendment rights and civil rjghts' found a man rummaging through a-Ia L,Jes. 6ector of eYeIII.. aM
laws recognizing the right of a her purse.
gnMI_e It1Ideat services
social or ethnic group to form an
organization based on free associaHenry J. McLaughlin, the direcb) "Advertising, soliciting, or selltion, provided the organization tor of security, would not confirm
ing merchandise or service or
does not advocate violence or il- any of these incidents, except to say
soliciting of information on camlegal activities to achieve their that the report about the man going
pus without the permission of the
goals, according to Randolph through a purse was "a
Office of the Dean of Students."
Scott-McLaughlin from the Center possibility. t t "People don't secure c) "Failure to comply with'direcfor Constitutional Rights, one of their own possessions. People tions of duly authorized and identhe attorneys handling the ad-hoc shouldn't leave their handbags and tified college officials acting in percommittee'scase.
..
not lock their desks, t t said formance of their official duties."
.
McLauahlin·
-MJlrAU4_....- Wqj:,W!d. <If, theIe
AccorcItnB-ttTaD BIt· hcc'.c~1IdIG"..._IWli'J"'it:\:_ ~,~MtLaUahfin -wou!d.not' say just . offeDIes by Lyles and did not know
teepress JeIeasc, the main speUen
(Conlimled on Pqe p, Col. J)
(Continued on PQge 6, Col. 5)
at the rally will indUde C. Vernon
I..
Mason, who ran unsuccessfully
for Manhattan district artorney,
and Asssemblyman 'Roger L.
Green, chairman of the New York
State Black and Puerto Rican,
legislative caucus. Sellman said be.
expected the turnout to be apPJ'OX-"
imately 150.

The mid-yeai' ..convocation is a
graduation ceremony- for students·
who graduated inJaa1Ub')' 1916. It
wiD be held Sunday, Fe1J. 23, ill the
auditorium
17 LtWugton Ave.
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EDITORIALS
Unfortunately, this issue of The Ticker had to report on two incidents
that concern administration/student confrontations. While both situations involve Charles Lyles, director of evening and graduate student
services, it seems that conflicts are based on misunderstandings on both
sides.
While Terry Morris, president of the E.S.S.A., has a legitimate complaint regarding the expenditures of small amounts of student fees, it
also seems that he is being petulant and uncooperative in his dealings
with the administration. Not satisfied with his attack on Lyles, Morris
extends his comments to include the entire Segall administration.
Lyles, however, appears to be acting just as irrationally as Morris. His
negative experience with one student representative seems to be affecting
his dealings with other students. When Jocelyn Murphy requested use of
an alternate room to avoid noise disturbance, Lyles responded with pendantry. If no other student group had applied for the use of Room 114,
of what consequence was it if B.L.A.C.K. did not fill the space to
capacity?
The charges that are being rallied about serve only to make students
wary of their leaders and administrators. These incidents should be
minor annoyances in the day-to-day dealings between student leaders
and administration representatives; instead they are escalating into major accusations and investigations that are based, ultimately, on damaged pride and personality clashes.

An Ounce of Prevention
David O. Green, Baruch's vice president for Administration recently
said that security incidents during January, a month in which few people
are in the school because of semester break, numbered a "modest
...
,..
one-per-day. "
If one-per-day is a modest amount for an off month, what is typical of
a month in which classes are in session? Henry J. McLaughlin, director
of security, says that HOnea day doesn't sound right." Whatever the
case may be, Baruch students, faculty, and administrators are being
faced with a problem of what appears to be heightened vandalism,
thefts and larcenies in the college.
It appears that many administrators are reluctant to disclose information about such matters for fear they will induce others to do the same.
Although this argument may have some merit, Baruch's population
must be made aware of the hazards in and around the school. With this
knowledge, the population can better understand and learn to cope with
the problem. For every crime that goes unreported, there is another
waiting to happen. If someone commits a crime and the incidence is not
made public, it is just incentive for him/her to go out and commit
another.
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OP-ED

A Day In The Life of a Hack

Students Should Pitch In
To the Editor:
When I walk into a room littered
with empty cups and cigarette
ashes, I can't help dividing the
blame between the people who were
supposed to clean up and the people
who shouldn't have left the refuse
there in the first place. Cleaning up
.is everyone's responsibility!
While it would be ideal if the
Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation
could afford a 10 or 12-hour-a-day
table cleaning service to tidy up
after each patron's use, it would
also be nice if people would, out of
consideration for others, clean up
after themselves. After all, it is people, as well as physical surroundings, that create an environment.
The corporation is trying to
"clean up its act" in the vending
areas. This semester we are hiring
additional people to help bus tables.
We are also trying to find enough
interested students to form a food
service committee responsible for

selecting menus on a weekly basis.
But we can't do it alone. We
need student cooperation to help
ameliorate the subway-like conditions described in The Ticker's
cafeteria critique (Feb.3). Creating
a congenial environment for
socializing while enjoying snack
food and beverages requires commitment from the people who use
the space, as well as from those who
maintain it.
The cafeterias will
become what we collectively make
of them.
Very truly yours,
David Garlock, Chair
Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation
P.S. Thanks for recommending
Canteen's popcorn. Since a percentage of Canteen's revenue is
ultimately used to eenefit student
life at Baruch, we appreciate this
endorsement and hope it will increase sales.

Registration Nightmare
To the Editor:
It is January; once again I have
gone through one of the most cruel
and dreadful torments possible.
Needless to say, I am referring to
Baruch's registration process. In
the past week, I have gone back and
forth to the registrar's office and
the guidance office all in a futile attempt to smooth my registering of
classes.
I call for ten lashes with a wet
noodle to:

the seemingly useless "early"
registration.
The Office of Curricular
Guidance, for opening up new
course sections only after 2000
students have asked for overtallies.
The Office of Admissions, for
admiting more students to Baruch
than room permits.
Shouldn't Baruch College, the
premier business school of CUNY,
have computerized registration?
It's about time.

The Registrar, for implementing

An Angry Student

By Travis Bickle
Last August, I began driving a taxi at
Dover Garage to help pay for my education
and to gain a Perspective on life that I
thought would assist me in a Journalism
career. Eight months later, I feel I have sufficient experience to comment on the
vicissitudes of life behind the wheel of a
yellow cab.
The first thing every rookie should know
about driving a taxi is that everyone hates
you. This includes passengers, bus drivers,
doormen, pedestrians and especially other
cab drivers. In short, everyone is your
potential enemy. Either they'll cut you off,
scream at you for passing them by, or steal
your fare right out from under your nose.
What follows is a partial list of what to
watch out for on the streets of New York:
New Jersey Drivers-Before. I begandriving
a taxi, I thought that all the stories about
them were only myths, part of regional
folklore handed down from generation to
generation. Unfortunately, this is not the
case. Jersey drivers commit the most
heinous driving errors possible and are, in
my opinion, the main cause of accidents in
the city. The problem with them is their inexperience in driving in a city. Put them on
a two lane road in Butt*!#$. New Jersey,
and they're fine, but in a city they're
disastrous. Remember, their main crime is
that they're not in a hurry.
Taxi and Limousine Commission Inspectors- The terms maggot and internal
parasite would be too kind for these people.

Responsible for enforcing the hundreds of
obscure and unworkable regulations that
plague the industry, these people remind me
of smegma (look it up). We have only

ing rush hours. The main problem with
these fares is that once you drop them off,
you'll find it difficult to pick up a Manhat':
tan bound passenger and you'I1 stand empty for a half hour on your way back to the
city. If you do get a fare back, chances are
someone will jump in and say "Bushwick"
(Gulp!).Remember, if someone opens your
back door and asks you if you want to go to
Brooklyn, don't even wait for the door to
shut, say no, step on the gas and the door
will shut itself if your cab has good acceleration.
Old Pel?ple-Forget them unless it's a

THiS?

"The first thing every
rookie should know is that
everyone hates you."
really slow night. They take a half hour to
get in and out of the cab, they're deaf,
they're cheap and they talk too much."
Wheelchairs-An absolute no-no; twentyminute minimum to load and unload their
chairs. If they're alone, they may even ask
you to help them in and out of the chair.
Don't even slow down.
:"
Single Women intheir '3O-s-~areful
what conversation you have with' them or
they're liable to start screaming: "A career
is not enough, a career is not enough," and
break into tears. After all, a cab ride is
cheaper than a psychiatrist.

The Man <of Many Many Faces

".

The Outer Reaches
To the Editor:
Welcome back to school! I was
delighted to see the February 3rd
issue of The Ticker waiting in your
new streamlined, multi-fab racks. I
read it from cover to cover, and
congratulate you on one of your
best issues so far this year.
However, I have a serious complaint to 'beef.' It pertains to Mr.
Kun's art ide "There you go
again. "
Don't you think Mr. Kun's comments about the president of the
United States lack depth and
understanding?
His childishly
hostile viewpoint assumes a selfinflated but simple-minded and
short-sighted assessment of a tragic
and delicate event in international
affairs.
To so flippantly dismiss Mr.
Reagan's domestic achievements in
reducing inflation, interest rates
and unemployment, and to so poorly judge him on foreign performance without providing any
statistical information convinces me
that Mr. Kun should not be taken
seriously
as
a
politicalcommentator. (What are the proposed effects of and stipulations to
the
US-Libyan
economic
sanctions?)
It is evident to me that the sane-

tions will have at least three positive
affects. First, Americans working
in Libya were requested to leave the
country by Feb. 1st. This exodus
will eliminate any possibility of
large scale hostage-taking or worse.
Second, the long-term economic
impact will compound the declining
public services and internal hardship the general population is
already forced to face. This will
contribute to Mr. Qaddaffi's growing disfavor with his people and
possibly his overthrow.
Third,
notifying our western allies,
regardless of their support, will absolve the President should he decide
to take further unilateral action.
I grant that Mr. Reagan's TV appearance the other night to deliver
the State-of-the-Union address,
laced with a barrage of 1950's nationalist sentiment, left me feeling
Doesn't our President
uneasy.
realize that soon the U.S. will have
to share its dominant position as a
military and industrial hegemony?
Still, Mr. Kun should take greater
pains toprovide factual, articulate
and level-headed arguments if he
expects to make an impact on
others' viewpoints. Note: I applaud
the serious journalistic work of

By Eustace Francis

He holds a doctorate in philosophy. He is
the communist trained anti-communist; the
purveyor of democracy who sought Russian
and Chinese aid; the black African who is
the "close friend" of the South African
President, P.W. Botha. He is the marxist
who travelled to Washington to seek Uncle
Sam's autograph; he is the darling of
American conservatism.
Who is this tremendously multi-faceted
man, this beggar of any, this master of
disguise'? Who is this man, whose audacity
borders on the ad nauseum, this obvious
. opportunist? He is none other than than the
charismatic and enigmatic rebel leader of
the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (Unita), Jonas
Savimbi,
Dr. Savimbi, at the invitation of
American conservatives. arrived in the
United States on Jan. 28 to try to convince
the U.S. to resume military aid to Unita,
the guerilla organization headed by Savimbi
that has been trying to topple the Marxist
government of Angola for the last 10 years.

and the opportunity to take his case to the
American people, the most that Mr. Savimbi can hope to achieve is covert aid. And
even that is unlikely since it would most
likely complicate U.S. efforts in the region,
and Mr. Savimbi's reputation is of some
concern to some members in Congress.
. Dr. Savimbi- is the darling of American
conservatism. This is no surprise. Conservatives have traditionally had a warped
logic and strange morality with respect to
. some issues. It was Mr. Conservative par
excellence, Barry Goldwater, who in his
1964 presidential bid, said, UExtremism in
the defense of liberty is no vice. "
Historically, American conservatives have
been quick to embrace almost anyone who
raised the flag of anti-communism. It is this
peculiar logic that has made them the safe
haven of support for some of the bloodiest
right wing authoritarian regimes around the
world. Jonas Savimbi is the most recent entrant into the pantheon of American conservatism.
But what makes Mr. Savimbi such a controversial figure'! Barring his dubious
political and ideological orientations - he

"Who is this tremendously multi-faceted man, this beggar
of any, this master of disguise?"

(Continued on Page 8)

·Quotation of the Fortnight
HI would be satisfied with a total investigation of the department ofstudent services - the way they're treating students.
It's not just ell ''!S Lyles, the problem is deeper. The whole
Segall administration is very insensitive, and 1 don't think
they're addressing problems of the students."

-Terry Morris, president of
the ESSA (page 8, col. 5)

While in the U.S·., various conservative
organizations have tried to raise between
SIO and SIS million in aid to Savimbi's
rebels. In fact, such figures as $27, SSO and
even S300 million have been thrown
around. Given the extremely sensitive
nature of U.S. involvement in Southern
Africa, particularly the efforts of Assistant
Secretary of State for African Affairs,
Chester A. Crocker, to reach a negotiated
accord in Namibia, Mr. Savimbi is unlikelyto get any concrete commitment on aid
from the Reagan Administration. Apart
from the administration's moral support

is a Chinese trained Maoist communist and
is known for denouncing UAmerican imperialism" - Savimbi's case for U.S. support presents some strange arguments. He
claims that U.S. aid would afford him the
opportunity to negotiate from a position of
strength that would force the Angolan
government to seek a negotiated solution. It
is his hope that an interim Government of
National Unity, composed of all belligerent
factions, would be set up. This, Savimbi
feels, would ultimately pave the W8)\for the
installation of democracy. This is a convincing argument. But i~ also what Savim-

bi knows the V.S. wants to hear. Neither
does he make any bones about the danger
of Angola becoming a Soviet base and the
Domino Theory taking hold in Southern
Africa.
While Savimbi raises legitimate American
concerns, the U.S. must be wary of putting
too much trust in Savimbi, and it must not
let the so-called Reagan Doctrine and its
quest of ideological consistency replace
reasoned and cautious policy in Angola and
Southern African. That the Angolan
government is an avowedly pro-Soviet
Marxist state is well known. However, it
would be prudent policy for the U.S. to
move away from the monolithic view of
. communism and the belief that communism
has a standard text and agenda for world
domination. Any policy based on a
monolithic view of communism can only
fail to recognize the uniqueness of the
Angolan situation and call forth policies
which might not be particularly fitted for
the region.
Even more dangerous and conspicuously
ignored by Savimbi and his supporters is the
likelihood that U.S. military aid to Unita
would escalate and broaden the war. While
it is easy for military strategists and fervent
anti-communists to theorize and raise funds
to defeat communism, being the ones that
must die and self-sacrifice certainly is not.
Mr. Savimbi has publicly remarked that
in war, one accepts military aid from every

and any source - even if it means a black
African accepting aid from the white, racist
Pretoria regime. Savimbi's remark seems to
imply that he can be had. And in a world
where, politically, one hand is expected to
wash the other and a favor granted is a
favor returned, it wonJd seem politically
and strategically expedient for the U.S. to
overtly, and otherwise, aid the Unita rebels
who are fighting to overthrow a Marxist
government. But, as international affairs
always are, the Angolan situation is much
more complicated.

It would b,e prudent for
the U.S. t6 move away
from the belief that
communism has an agenda
for world
domination.
•
For one thing, Unita is a predominantly
South African backed guerrilla organization. Overt or even suspiciously covert aid
to Unita would produce the classic guilt-byassociation syndrome. It would indicate
Washington's sanction of South Africa's illegal occupation of Namibia and would
align the U.S. with South Africa - pereep(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
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OP-ED
Achieving Your Goals With the Help of-Counseling
By Marshall Lee, Ph.D. and
Janice E. Ruffin, Ph.D.

Professional counseling can be one of the
most valuable tools available to students at
Baruch in achieving their personal and
educational goals. Baruch's Office of
Counseling and Psychological Services is
one of the many resources offered by the
College to help students improve their
academic performance. Baruch's
counselors recognize that students' success
in college depends upon many factors, including their growth and development in
non-academic spheres. Very often, when
students perform poorly in the academic
sphere, it is an indication that personal and
emotional problems are interfering with
academic achievement.
It is well documented that counseling is
an effective process for improving academic
performance. Research has demonstrated
the specific positive outcomes associated
~h counseling. Briefly, some of the
research findings are: A) Improved Grade
Point Averages - Students have been found
to achieve a higher G.P .A. following the
use of counseling services; B) Academic
Failure Prevented - Students in academic
difficulty have found counseling aids them
in avoiding failing out of college; C)
Graduation Rates Increased - Among
students who evidence personal and emotional problems, those who receive counseling have been shown to graduate in higher
percentages than students who do not
receive; and, D) Improved UnderstaDding
of Vocational and Emotional Problems Counseling has been helpful to students in
clarifying their vocational goals and in acquiring greater understanding of t hemselves. Such knowledge frees the student to
devote him/herself more fully to academic
matters.
MmslztlJ/ Lee IlIZd Janice E.JUiffin are
COIlI'tseIors In Baruch 'sOfflCe of Counseling
and Psychological Services, located on the
17th floor of the 360 Park Ave. So.
building.

(Continued from Page 3)
Baruch's Office of Counseling and
Psychological Services has had contact with
students in varying degrees of academic difficulty. However, our experience with
students on probation has provided us with
some of the most- important data on how
personal problems may interfere with
academic performance. Our experience
with students on probation is summarized
here to illustrate issues which are likely to
be relevant to all students.
We have observed two major categories
of problems among students on probation:
situational problems and emotionalbehaviorial problems. Situational problems
are defined as those events or situations
which are often outside of the student's
control, but which, nevertheless, may limit
the student's ability to do well academically. Emotional-behavior problems are defined as those which, generally, have a more
ongoing personal basis involving the student's academic abilities and deficiencies,
as well as their skills in coping with life's
stresses. As counselors, we find that
students' problems usually fall within one
or the other of these categories, or reflect
some combination of situational and
emotional-behavioral factors.
Examples of problems in the situational
category include: the death of a close family
member or friend; the breakup of a marriage or love relationship; the loss of a job
or beginning a new job; contracting a
physical illness; and incurring unexpected
financial obligations. All of these situations
can, and often do, interfere with students'
ability to devote themselves fully to
academic demands. Some examples of
emotional-behaviorial problems are: poor
study skills; limited ability to effectively
manage time; alcohol or drug problems;
various phobias and anxieties, such as
math anxiety and writing phobias; severe
lack of self-esteem or self-regard; confusion
about one's vocational. goals; conflict. with
one's sexual identity or sexual behavior;
strong fears of failure or of success; and
difficulties in making friends or effecting
supportive relationships.

ONE FALL, BACK IN THE 20~ CENTURY

AN ANCESTOR OF MINE TOOK A
COUl~SE ~ IiIS GRADES STILL

HAVEN'T COME IN.TIlE MAll. AND

TWO WEEKS INTO mE SPRI~G
SEMESTER, I'VE YET TO GET
MY f=ALL GRADES
~ITHER!

Many Faces

Regardless of the nature of the problems
for which students seek help, the counseling
relationship is focused on problem-solving.
Counselors make every effort to contribue
to students' improved understanding of
their problems and, as well, help students
make critical decisions which address their
specific concerns. Sometimes students
recognize factors which negatively influence
their academic performance, but for many
reasons, they are unable to admit the severity of their problem. Sometimes students are
poorly motivated to take steps toward improving their academic performance. And,
quite commonly, students have difficulty
accepting the fact that, whatever the causes
of their probation status, they must accept
full responsibility for changing this state of
affairs.
The Counseling relationship with students on probation, as well as others
who request help, is always a highly individualized process. Counselors approach
each student with an appreciation for
his/her unique personal history and very individual problems. Our goal is that counseling be a positive influence on both immediate problems and future life circumstances. Hopefully, students learn
something about themselves which is of
value for problem-solving long after the
counseling relationship has ended.
Finally, students should know that the
Office of Counseling and Psychological
Services provides help in an atmosphere
that insures confidentiality. Information
shared with counselors remains private; it is
not shared with any other unit of the college, unless the student specifically requests
such a release of information. Further,
counseling services, like other college support services, are provided by Baruch free
of cost to students.
We end by re-emphasizing that professional counseling can be a valuable resource
to students. Students in academic diffICulty
may make one of the most important steps
in confronting their problems by seeking
counseling services.
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.tions which are not politically' and
diplomatically beneficial to U.S. interest.
The Angolan government has shown no
intentions of exporting its version of Soviet
sponsored Marxism. Skeptics would argue
that the government's failure to do so is
more a function of its inability than its
reluctance to do so. These skeptics argue that
_Savimbi's guerrillas have kept the Angolan
government busy, and the fear of South
African reprisals has kept the government
in check. Remove Savimbi and the South
African threat, skeptics argue, and the inherently expansionist nature of Marxism
would manifest itself in the region.
If Marxism is inherently expansionist,
then the skeptics' argument is a plausible
one. However, given the current economic
state of the country, the Marxist government of Angola is unlikely to have such ambitions in the near or distant future.
Once a large producer and exporter of
diamonds, coffee and food and the conduit
of Zambian copper - a service which earned $100 million (New York Times, Jan. 31,
1986) - Savimbi's guerrilla activities have
all but crippled her. To make matters
worse, South African attacks have virtually
destroyed the once lucrative and productive
iron mines.
The only bright spot in the economy is
the $2 billion oil industry, which accounted
for roughly 90070 of the country's foreign
exchange earnings in fiscal 1985 (New York
Times, Jan. 31, 1986). But even this is not
totally good news. The Cabinda Gulf Oil
Company, a subsidiary of the American
company, Chevron Corporation, exists
under the constant threat of guerrilla
sabotage. Neither does the recent drop in
oil prices make matters better. Chances are
the oil revenues will drop for fiscal 1986,
forcing the government into further problems with its $2 billion foreign debts, to
take further austerity measures and thus
further aggravate an economy whose inferior remains largely undeveloped, infrastructure dilapidated, and some half a
million people homeless.
Because of its oil production, its
agricultural capacity and its rich mineral
deposits, Angola is a potentially rich country. But the economy is in virtual ruins.
American aid to Unita rebels can only serve
to worsen Angola's already sagging
economy. Military aid for Unita would
force the Angolan government to tum to
Moscow for further military aid, contrary
to Savimbi's claim that it would force the
government to seek a negotiated solution; it
would mean more Cubans to add to the
30,000 already there. The government
allegedly pays $1,000 a day for room and
board for each Cuban soldier; its expenditures on Soviet arms over the last two
years is about $2 billion (New York Times.
Jan. 31, 1986), and it is estimated that as
much as 75070 of the budget is used to fight
the war with Savirnbi and South Africa.
Angola is not of much strategic importance to the U.S. Although Marxist, it does
not seem willing and clearly is not able to
expand Marxism throughout the region.
U.S. aid to Savirnbi, a man of dubious
reputation, can only broaden the war and
align the U.S. with the racist South African
regime - a perception that is clearly not in
the national interest of the United States
and its image among black African nations
and the Third World in general.

INVITES YOU TO
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•
COVER EVENTS AND PEOPLE THAT
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OPPORTUNTlES' VA-ILABLE FOR PEOPLE
,
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* REVIEWING MOVIES AND/OR ALBUMS *
* TAKING AND DEVELOPING PHOTOS *
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Freshman Survey Results
. By Gail M. Gannon
The typical freshman who
entered Baruch College in Fall 1985
was non-white (68.4"0), attended a New York City public
school (79.00/0) and considered
Baruch her first choice among
CUNY schools (94.1070).
These and other statistics were
revealed last month in the 1985 Annual Freshman Survey prepared by
Shehbal Teilmann, research coordinator from the Office of the Dean
of Students. The survey is conducted each fall "to get a knowl
edge of the attitudes of our
students" and "to help us to know
our students better, " said
Teilmann.
This year's survey revealed that
four out of five _freshmen chose
Baruch because of its location in
downtown Manhattan. Eighty-four
percent, however, cited Baruch's
special strength in their intended
major field as an important reason
for their choosi ng Baruch.
Seventy-nine percent of the
students valued Baruch's high
academic reputation and 26 percent
valued its low tuition. For 91 percent of the 1985 entering freshmen,
CUNY was effectively their first
choice of all colleges applied to and
for 94.1 percent, Baruch was the
first choice of all CUNY colleges.
The racial composition of this
year's freshman class showed slight
fluctuations over that of previous
years. The white population inched
up .6 percent, from 31 OJo to 31.6070.
The black population of students
has remained fairly stable at 26.8
percent and the proportion of

Oriental students is at 15.6 percent, slowly rising at the rate of 1
Puerto Rican students has declined.
percent each year. The ratio of
in the last four consecutive years
and is currently at 12 percent. In
contrast, the proportion of other
Hispanic groups has increased over
the past four years, this year
reaching 11.4 percent. Women
comprised 62 percent of the 1985
freshman class, down slightly from

to 19.6 percent this year. Finance
and Secretarial Studies have remained fairly stable at 6.3 percent
and 4.8 percent respectively. The
biggest shift in intended majors was
in the area of computer science.
Having received 20.2 percent of the
responses in 1983, the figure dropped drastically to only 8.6 percent
in 1985.
This year's survey was administered last spring and summer

i
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Shehbal Teil...... n, rnearch coordinator from tile OffIce of tile Deu of St1Idents.

the years 1981 and 1983 when the
proportion of women peaked at exactly two-thirds.
Predictably, accounting is the
most popular major among freshmen; this year 36.9 percent chose
it. Management went up slightly from its 16.1 percent last year

at the time of the skills assessment
tests. It was given only to students
who had officially been accepted
but had not necessarily yet
registered. "~ high percentage of
students cooperated this year,"
Teilmann said. "Only about 10-15
percent of the freshman students

aren't included. For research purposes, this is a very good, safe, high
percentage. "
Authorized by the Office of the
of Students, the survey has
been conducted since 1978.
Teilmann has prepared the survey
each year and bases it upon the National Survey of College Freshman
conducted by the University of
California and the American Council on Education. "In the beginning, we participated in the national survey," Teilmann said,
"but we found we had to add a lot
of things. We decided, therefore, to
conduct OUf own survey. It focuses
on Baruch oriented questions and
serves our purposes better." The
survey, Teilmann said, "is used
widely by administration for planning purposes as well as to understand the students better."
The cost of conductmg the
survey has been kept to a
minimum, mainly because so much
of the work involved is done entirely at Baruch. "I write the survey
and modify it from year to year,"
Teilmann said, "and all the results
are compiled here. We don't send
out for statistical analysis" and
"we have no research staff. The
main cost is really just the printing
of the questionnaire."
This year's survey consisted of 46
questions covering areas such as
race, gender, academic aspirations
and career choices. It also included
questions on the students' family
background, high school preparation, and extracurricular interests.
Teilmann is not yet certain exactly what changes she will make in
next semester's survey and would
welcome any input students might
have. Copies of the 1985 survey are
available in Room 1719, 360 Park
Ave. So.

Dean

Security
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(Continued from Front Page)
what the exact details of the incidents were, nor would he disclose
the number of incidents that occurred during the vacation.
"I can't tell you the number, but
one a day doesn't sound right,"
said McLaughlin.

Baruch Offers
Counseling
Services

Feb. 20 "The Black Family"
155 E. 24 St.lFaculty
Lounge
6:00 p.rn. to 10:00 p.rn.
Feb. 20 "Fashion Show and
Dance"
17 Lexington
The Office of Counseling and
Ave!Auditorium
Psychological Services, is offering
12:45-2: IS p.m.
confidential and free counseling to
Feb.
25
"Apartheid"
Baruch College students.
137 E. 22 St.lOak Lounge
According to Director Roy R.
4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.rn.
Senour, Jr., counseling can help
Feb. 27 "Black Heroes Resurstudents cope with the "pressures,
rected"
stresses and strain of college life,
360 Park Ave.
family life, current employment
So.lGlobus lounge
demands and future academic and
6:"00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m ,
career objectives."
Students needing more informaHours for the office are Monday tion can call the Day Session Stuto Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
dent Government at 725-3377 or
Evening hours are available by ap- the Evening Session Student
pointment only. The Office of Assembly at 725-3031.
Counseling and Psychological Services is located in Room 735, in 360
Park Ave. So. Their phone number
is 725-4458.

Henry J. McLugllU., director of
security

McLaughlin is required to file a
monthly report with Green, listing
all incidents that occur during a
given month. Green said, "We
don't have the report for January
yet, to be honest I don't think I got
it for December yet."
Dr. Adrienne Leinwand, executive assistant to Joel Segall, president of Baruch College, confirmed
this. "The report from January
usually doesn't come up until the
middle of February. We see the
reports, but I don't remember that
one," she said.

Computerized Registration
To Arrive in February

Black History
Month Events
The Baruch College Black
History Month Committee is organizing events around the college
during February to honor black
achievement and individuals.
Feb. 19

"Prominent Black
Women in Business"
155 E. 24 St.lFaculty
Lounge
6:00 p.rn, to 10:00 p.m.

Interns Needed
for Cuomo's
Office

Undergraduate and graduate
students are being sought for nonpaying internships at the New York
City office of Governor Mario
Cuomo.
Students accepted will receive a
first-hand look at the operation of
the government and will work closely with staff members in the Governors Executive Chamber.
The internships begin with the
Spring 1986 semester. Students interested should send a letter of interest and a resume to Mary

Tragale, executive assistant to the
Governor.
Her number is
587-2100.

Phonathon
Workers
Needed

The Baruch College Fund IS seeking students interested in working
on the annual phonathon.
Callers and clerical help will be
paid an hourly wage of $4, and
bonuses and prizes will also be
awarded. Dinner will be served
every night to Phonathon '86 per:
sonnel.
Students interested in working on
any of the eight nights of
Phonathon '86 (Feb. 24-27, March
3-6 and 10-13), should contact
Terence J. Rowland, manager of
development at 505-S891.

In-House Forum
Planned
The Foreign Trade Society is
sponsoring an in-house forum of
studies, services and activities at
Baruch College on Feb. 27 during
club hours.
Guest speakers include professor
Jean Boddewyn, coordinator of the
International Business Program
and Dr. Maxine Fisher, head of the
Office of Study Abroad and the
Paris/CUNY Exchange Program.
Students interested in attending
should go to Room 839 in 360 Park
Ave. So. at 12:35 p.m.

By Angela Rubino
Spring registration proceeded
"very well" considering more than
15,000 students were registered using a "manual" system, according
to Registrar Thomas McCarthy.
This may change, according to
McCarthy. Baruch College is expecting a "computerized registration system" clue to arrive by the
end of February. The transition
from a manual to a computerized
system will be done by employees
of Banlch, as well as the developers
of the computer system, who are
from CUNY. The system is presently being monitored and perfected
and must be carefully supervised to
correct possible complications.
"We have to make sure we have the
necessary power to run the terminal, along with the necessary
equipment," said McCarthy.

It is now testing time for the

computer system. McCarthy said,
"We must be sure the system works
before we make an immense overhau1." The project will begin
shortly, making future registration
faster for students and reducing
paperwork for the registrar. 661 am

.
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McCarthy said the system will be
Registrar Thoma P. McCartIty
integrated and will include individual student information, such
as financial aid, admissions, and as anxious as everyone else because
Bursar payment records. The this is no fun for anyone," said Mcsystem is generally designed to ac- Carthy.
commodate colleges with populaSpring's registration welcomed
tions of approximately 2,000 291 new freshman and 951 new
students, much less than Baruch's transfer students. A total of 7,091
currently enrolled 15,428 students.
students took advantage of mail-in
registration, eliminating some of
"It is a massive undertaking," said
McCarthy. "It isn't something you
the confusion. An estimated 1,400
can take off a shelf and apply."
classes were closed according to
The complex adjustment will take McCarthy, leaving many students
place during the spring term as part shut out of necessary courses. One
of a major development not solely student said, "I've tried getting two
for Baruch, but as part of a CUNY finance courses for a year; now Pm
program.
a senior with not much time left."
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Lyles vs. Morris

disciplinary actions that might be
taken against either party.

(Continued from Front Page)
cooperating with me in reviewing
his request to spend an unprecedented amount of money."
The reference is to the amount that
was collected in students fees from
evening students. The ESSA. to a
large degree, is responsible for how
that money is spent. "His
[Morris's] position all this year has
been that the administation has no
role in reviewing any expenditures.
It is my understanding of the job
that that's what. I'm supposed to
do."
That, apparently, seems to be at
the root of the confrontation. "I've
a problem with the dean of
students' office when it comes to
fiscal matters. The policies coming
from the dean's office are illegal,"
said Morris. Section VI (1) of the
Fiscal Guidelines for Student Activities Fees states:
All requests. for performers in
excess of $1,000 per appearance or
speakers in excess of $750 per appearance must be approved in advance in writing by the Dean of
Students, or his designee, based
upon recommendation provided by
the appropriate Student Assembly
Fees
Committee
and/or
Treasurer. ' ,
According to Morris, he was
forced to go through that procedure even though he was planning on spending only $500.
In his letter, Lyles responded to
the illegality charge by writing,
"You [Morris] have discussed this
review process with various administrators and students in order to obtain a revision in the
U

processs. You have not specified
what revisions you desire nor have I
been ordered to discontinue the
review process."

Morris said, "I would be
satisfied with a total investigation
of the department of student services - the way they're treating
students. It's not' just Charles
Lyles, the problem is deeper. The
whole Segal administration is very
insensitive, and I don't think
they're addressing the problems of
the students."
Lyles said, "He [Morris] has
shown insensitivity to the diversity
of students" at Baruch, and uI'\l.C
heard charges of racial slurs."
According to Lyles, Morris ran unchallenged for the ESSA
president's office, and "less than
one percent of the students elected
him."

.~~."'

Morris said, "His [Lyles] reaction is indicative of what happens
to a student standing up for his
rights. The faculty feel they're omnipotent." He said, "I think it's a
threat to democracy."

.:

"-*1

~f::':L.
Ronald M. Aaron, -.sodate dean of
students.

Ronald M. Aaron, associate
dean of students, who has been asked by Wilson to look into the matter and submit a report said, "One
thing [alleged behavior of Morris
and Lyles] has nothing to do with
the other [alleged violation of
Fiscal Guidelines Section VI]."
Aaron said that there was a "lot
more" to the affair than that "on
paper. " But, Aaron refused to go
into any particulars, and said,
"I've met with all the parties. There
have been many incidents - this is
not a single isolated one." Aaron
also refused to speculate on any

Letters
(Continued from Page 2)
Steven Baum, and the fine judgement of your resident film-critic
K.L. Williams!
I realize that it must be difficult
to fill 20 pages of The Ticker with
newsworthy journalism, but maybe
just a little more discretion should
be exercised.
Your article "In Search of the
Perfect Cafeteria Food, " only
mildly amusing, is a case in point.
The editors of your staff might
have reduced the size of this article
rather than monopolize on their
power to see their own words (and
photo) in print.
In consideration for their sacrifice and effort invested in the production of each Ticker issue, it
would be reasonable for them to use
these pages as a medium to improve
their writing skills and position
themselves for a better future
career.

However, there is a fine line between this form of 'zen improvement' and 'narcissistic-journalism.'
Worse yet was the lack of good
'taste' in their choice of photo that
depicts four gangster-types that
might have been more appropriately positioned on Twenty Third
Street (the post office)-. Without
future restraint, the next issue
might sport a Monty-Python, absurdist spread inside the Twenty
Third street restrooms, still under
repair. (How much longer must I
wait to get published?)

. J .5. Berger
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Murphy Charges

PUERTO RICAN GETAWAY

(Continued from Front Page)
beforehand that she was breaking
school policies. HI didn't do it to
violate anything in. the handbook, "
said Murphy.
Early last semester, Murphy
reserved the Oak and Marble
Lounges of 137 E. 22 St. to hold the
activity. After learning that a party
was to occur on the main floor, she
requested a room change, concerned that the music from the party
would disturb the lecture.
Three weeks before the event,
Murphy requested-Room 114. Lyles
was reluctant to approve this
change, telling Murphy he didn't
think she could fill the room. Lyles
based his belief on previous
BLACK events. Instead, he offered Murphy Room 302 of 137 E.
22 St. However, Murphy found the
room could not comfortably accommodate everyone.
According to Murphy, Lyles
referred her to his former assistant,
Tony Chin, who resigned earlier
this year. Lyles claims that he heard
rumors that Chin was assisting
Murphy in finding another room.
Chin's job was to find space and
advise him of that space, said
Lyles. Murphy said Chin found her
a classroom in ISS E. 24 St.
However, they could not use this
space because food is not permitted
in classrooms. Lyles said a
classroom "is inappropriate for serving a hot catered buffet."
Murphy proceeded and printed
114- to" meet··DUdnre inu\flp:Rm,ull
WLIB radio host. When Lyles

learned of this, he confronted Murphy and told her he would send a
written confirmation that stated the
event will be held in the Student
Center as agreed upon. "I can't let
students dictate to me the terms in
which they are going to use the college space,". said Lyles.
In the past, Lyles said Murphy
was given permission to sponsor activities in ~oom 114, but she could
not utilize the space to its maximum.

SPONSORED BY PRIDE
right to assign space. Rather, it is
campus planning responsibility.
But before going to campus planning, she must "make an argument
for the space," said Lyles.

$308

MARCH 31 - APRIL 7

Murphy held the event in Room
Space Available on a first come, first served basis.
114 despite Lyles' objections. Murphy was called into Aaron's office
Money due by Feb. 27th
on Dec. 30. Aaron, who is reluctant
to comment on the situation, said,
"Whatever is being communicated,
For More Information, contact Larry in Room 403, SC
is being communicated with
Jocelyn." Lyles said, "If it's been
resolved, it's history. If it's not
been resolved, then it's in the hands 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of the dean of students and inappropriate for me to comment."

Murphy was informed that she
could be brought up on disciplinary
. charges. She said she doubts that
the administration will do so. After
reading the student handbook,
Murphy said such an action must
take place promptly.and school offICials didn't act immediately.
On Feb. 7, Aaron telephoned
Murphy to inform her that she will
be receiving a letter from him.
Aaron called to 'remind her that she
did not handle the situation properly, said Murphy.
Joc:eI'D MlUPlly, ESSA repnsmtatlve
Lyles' report about the incident
alld president of BLACK.
sent to Aaron had no official
recommendation. "I think the
situation should be amended
Murphy said she 'knew that the
amicably," said Lyles.
room was available and didn't
Lyles asks students to consult
make sense not to use it."
him in the early stages of their plan.iag Kg .thaLhe can. Ube. aware of
u ~~\I ~auKnWifeiirft~
~ antlctpate prooiems ana work
it," said LyleS. "I dicbJ't have.&be dAuI oat. u
."',
C

Price -

-JAMAICA
SPRING BREAK'86
(where there 18 no drinking agel)

P
A
R
T
Y

• Round Trip Airfare from Miami
P
• 8 Days/7 Nights at Ambiance Hotel A
(on the Beach}
R
• 2 Meals per Day
• Free Parties and T-Shirts
T
• Bar B Q's, Parties. and More
Y

Only 843500 p.,. Person, Quad Room

1-800-426-0444
campus Representative wanted
service Charges & Gratuity Not lncluded

Availability Umited - QfferExplrea4/15/86
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The Black and Hispanic Alumni
Association ad-hoc committee
invites all students to attend a

Prints
and Slides
from the same roll
Kodak MP film ... Easttnan Kodak's professional motion picture
(MP) film now adapted for still use in 35mm cameras by Seattle
FilmWorks. Its micro-fine grain and rich color saturation meet the
exacting standards of the movie industry. With wide exposure
latitude, you don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or
capture special effects. Shoot in low or bright light from 200 ASA
up to 1200 ASA. Get prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
Enjoy the latest in photographic technology at substantial savings.

"there has long been the dream ofonefilm that could
produce everything
Such afilm is here now in
theform of5247 " -MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY

----------------------~---

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
o Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of your leading KODAK MP film-

Kodak 5247~ (200 ASA). Enclosed is $2.00. I'd like to be able to get
color prints or slides (or both) from the same roll and experience the
remarkable versatility of [his professional quality film-

NAME

.

_

ADDRESS
CITy

_
STATE

ZIP

_

um', of 2 rolls per custom~.

Mail to: Seattle FdmWorks
2844
500 Third Avenue West, RO. Box C ..340S6
Seattle, WA 98124
Kodak 5247 IS a rocpllrftd tralkmarIc oi the Eutman Kodak Comp.ny.
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For An Appotntment.
Day Session Students:
Inform.ation Desk - Student Center
Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m, - 5:00 p.JD.
($8 Cost ()f Yearbook payable at
time of making appointment.)
Evening Session Students:
Call for an appointment 725-.3230
Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m, - 5:00 p.m,
(S-8 Cost of Yearbook payable at
photo session.)

Date: Sunday, Feb. 23Time: 11:30 a.m,
Place; Front of 17 Lexington
Reason: To expose the insensitivy and racist polices of
Baruch College against its Black and HIs. .nie
students.
"
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Those who utilize Baruch's Student
Center expect to receive a warm smile and
pleasant salutation each time they enter the
lobby. Students linger by the reception
desk and it's no wonder why. They find
waiting for them a genuine warmth
that can put even the most muddled student at ease. Who they find is Dorothy.
Dorothy Conover reports back to Baruch
College for a full year each fall. Since 1973,
she has graced the lobby of the Student
Center with her gentle, caring and friendly
disposition. As the receptionist, her job includes sorting incoming mail for the various
student organizations, making sure that the
seniors have signed up to take their yearbook pictures and everything in between,
from giving directions to giving advice.
Dorothy enjoys her work. "I really like my
job," Dorothy began, her soft face breaking into a smile. "It's very pleasant and
flexible. I talk to students of all different
cultures. "
The Student Center's Marble Lounge is
where Dorothy rust began her career at
Baruch. That was 16 years ago when she
worked as a hostess, giving cookies to
students. Perhaps that's where Dorothy
developed such a distinct maternal nature
towards her students. Says Luce WongKuon, a Baruch graduate, "To everybody
that meets her, [she] becomes like a second
mother. Anything she can help you with,
she will." This alumna stops by often to
see Dorothy as they have been friends for
about 10 years. "Ever since the rust day of
college, I can't remember a single day she
wasn't outgoing." Wong-Kuon admits that
Dorothy is like a "home away from
home," and "she's always there with advice and motivation, especially around the
hard times, like mid-terms."

"She passes messages on
from one student to
another.. ,~
"She's the den mother of the Student
Center, " said Carl Aylman, director of student activities and the student center. "She
greets everybody every morning. She's
upbeat, smiling, friendly, cheerful. . She
provides information [and] knows a great
deal about what goes on here." Aylman,
who has known Dorothy since he began
working in the Student Center eight years
ago, noted that Dorothy "goes out of her
way" to be helpful and cooperative to the
students. "She passes messages on from
one student to another." Aylman said,
"We like to think her personality represents
the Student Center."
Her neatly cluttered station contains
magazines, directories, flyers, discount play
vouchers, nightclub invitations and more.
Most of the students who walk into the
building she knows by first name and there
always seems to be a bond between her and
each student. In a quiet moment just
before 5 p.m., she gathers together her
possessions. HI like sports," she said, dark
eyes lit, "Swimming, biking, music and
plays. In fact," she said, "my daughter
took me to one yesterday." As anyone who
has befriended Dorothy can tell you, she is
extremely close with her daughter. Barbara,
33, and Joseph, her 17-year-old son. "My
daughter always says, "You're Mom," the
glow of pride evident again, "but you're
still a friend." Of course, because after all,
hasn't Dorothy, at one time if not more,
been more a mother than a friend?
II is difficult 10 find argument there and
Bella Holzkenner, a junior who has known
Dorothy since the start of her sophomore
year agrees, "She's really great. (She's]
very friendly to students. It's great to have
that in this building. You come here to
relate to people. " Holzkenner feels
Dorothy takes an interest in the students.
For example, HWith tickets," Holzkenner
said, Dorothy notes "if something would
be interesting." Carlos Moore, a member
of Baruch Security," has been working
with Dorothy since November. "I enjoy working with her because they

Dorothy in her nataral environment.
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Always A Warm Reception At Center
(students) enjoy her. She's a good asset to
the Student Center." Another co-worker,
Jose Alicea Cruz, said "We talk about
work when we work together. To me, she's
a good person."
As Dorothy has been within the college
for nearly two decades, she has seen many
changes within Baruch, including the recent
renovation of the Student Center, with
which she is delighted. She noted a change,
too, in the students themselves.
"The students seem to be warmer, closer,"
she said. It is possible that some of her own
warmth has spilled onto those she sees on a
daily basis. At any rate, the mention of the
name "Dorothy" lowers the voices a notch
or two, of those who have indulged in her
friendship.
There are nothing but pleasantries said of
this animated 'treasure.' Dorothy, once in
.your heart will remain.
She is
the soul of the center and the core of love
generated throughout the building. In this
riveting environment, it is comforting to
know there is someone with whom to
grasp some of the sweetness of home.

•. . . . . . . '
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By Marie A. Peluso
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Sincere Help At F~ancial Aid Office
By John Greco
f you happen to find yourself in the
24th Street building, wandering
around the second floor, you're apt to
come across the financial aid office. For
those of you who have made it that far .here
is a little information about Baruch's new
associate director of financial aid, Jim
Murphy.
Jim Murphy grew up in East Flatbush,
Brooklyn; where he was born. He recently
moved to Canarsie, where he plans to wed
OJ" Nov. 8 of this year. His fiancee is a nurse
at Booth Memorial Hospital.
Jim is a graduate of the Queens branch of
St. John's University. He received a B.A. in
Political Science in 1976 and upon graduating was offered a job with Circle Line
cruises, doing manual labor. He accepted
the job offer since the salary was good.
. Hence his dreams and aspirations of a

I

career in law were queJled by the hard work
and high pay of Circle Line.
It was not long before the arduous
pace of manual labor became a task; one of
.which Jim grew weary. In May of 1977 he
took a part-time job at New York City
Community College as a financial aid
.counselor. The circumstances surrounding
his job in the area of financial aid are amusing. After being laid off from Circle Line,
Jim had to make visits to the unemployment office to report that 'he had been
searching for work. On one 'such visit his
advisor had asked him what type of job .he
was interested in. In Iest, Jim replied.
"How about yours?"Jim's advisor suggested that he apply for the position at
N.Y.C. Community College. Jim agreed to
give it a try and remained an employee at
the college until 1980 when he took a leave
of absence. Following his employment at
the college, Jim worked as program reviewer for Advanced Technology. The gov-

. ernment contracted Advanced Technology
to do a quality control study, which was
later renamed for Senator Pell as the Pell
Program.
In June 1981, Jim returned to N.Y.C.
Community College and was promoted to
coordinator of federal programs and Pell
program coordinator. He remained there
until May 1984, when he came to Baruch
as assistant director of financial aid.' He
held that title until the summer of 1985. In
Nov. 1985 he became the acting director of
financial aid. In the time span that followed, because of Jim's concentrated knowledge in specific areas of financial aid rather
than knowledge in all areas.John Fisher was
hired as the new director of financial aid.
On Jan. 1, 1986 Jim Murphy was promoted to associate director of financial aid.
In the fall of 1983 Jim started his masters
degree in higher education administration
and he expects to receive the masters degree

this spring. Until now all you have heard
about Jim's life is work and school, with
the exception of his wedding plans. This is
hardly the sum total of his activities. When
asked of his interests he answered,
"Sports." He said, "I run six miles four
times a week and enter five to 10 races a
year." Jim is a member of the Padergat
Club in Breoklyn, He explains, "I play
basketball two times a week in the club's
league, and I also enjoy swimming." He
also enjoys vacationing in the Hamptons
during the summer months.
Jim has also worked as a bartender and a
doorman. About bartending he says, "I
didn't like it much.: I expected too much,
too quick. It's better when you are
younger," although he enjoyed the job as a
doorman. In each job he has enjoyed helping people. The satisfaction of working
in the financial aid office is helping students
to get a good education.
Next time you pass the sign on the second
floor in the 24th Street building that reads
"Financial Aid Office," however unfamiliar it may seem, look out for the man
on the inside, Jim Murphy, associate direc. tor of financial aid. He's looking out for
you.

Grumman Dat:a Systems

Computer Science, Engineering
and Math Graduates

CAMPUS INTERVIEWs
WEI)N~DAY, FEBRUARY 26,

1986

Grumman Data Systems, a national company headquartered on Long
Island, New York, integrates software and hardware into custom solutions for
managing information. We are a systems company providing customers with a full
line of support services including design, development, installation, integration,
operation and maintenance. As a leader in the information sciences industry, we offer
excellent career opportunities for Computer Science; Engineering or Math
graduates (with a Computer Science minor) or equivalent course work. At the entry
level, you may become involved with challenging assignments in:

•
•
•
•

Hardware and Software Engineering
Systems Development
Telecommunications
Software Design and Development

Grumman Data Systems works with a wide variety of software languages and
operating systems. We are involved with advanced manufacturing technologies,
mathematical modeling, supercomputers, tetecommunications, graphics and
simulation technology. The company sponsors research and development
laboratories in Ada software development, machine intelligence, graphics and fault
tolerance systems. With one of the most extensive computer inventories in the nation,
we provide professinal growth opportunities for the recent graduate through formal
and on-me-job training.
Find out more alx>ut career possibilities with a company that's at the forefront of
.the software and systems explosion. Meet with our representatives when we visit
Baruch, Wednesday, February 26. Register for an interview at the Office of Career
Planning and Placement now.

If you are unable to meet with us when we're on campus, please forward your resume
to: Mr. Frank Mandicott, College Relations Dept.,

THE WITCHING HOUR
ATTENTION THRASHERS! IF YOU WORSHIP BANDS LIKE SLAYER, EXODUS,
SODOM, CELTIC FROST, SAMHAIN,
CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER AND KREATOR
THEN THE WITCHING HOUR IS FOR YOU.
TUNE INTO WBMB, THE RADIO STATION
OF BARUCH COLLEGE AND HEAR THE
FASTEST, SICKEST, LOUDEST, HEAVIEST
AND MOST REPULSIVE IN UNDERGROUND
METAL FOR MORE INFO· CAll MONTE·~
CONNER (MR. DEATH) AT 725-7168.

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 $59,230/YR. NOW HIRING. CALL
805-687-6000. EXT. R-3594 FOR
CURRENT FEDERAL LIST.

Openings with top professional a~ency.
Full Time or- Part Time. Top pay avaltaote.
Benefits provided, uniforms are furnished.
Most assignments are in Manhattan. Interviews are held on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday from 9:00 a.m. - 2:00- p.m.
weekly. O.C.S. security, Suite 201, 211
East 43rd Street, 212-661-3960.

DAVID, WHO WOULD ~VER THINK THAT
OUT OF 300 PEOPLE IN MY PSYCHOLOGY
1001 LECTURE I WOULD HAPPEN TO
MEET A GREAT GUY LIKE yOU. HAPPY 1
YEAR ANNIVERSARY. AIMEE.

GRUMMAN DATA SYSTEMS
C07-GHQ
Bethpage, New York 11714-3586

GRUNlIVIAN@
An Equal Opportunity Empk>yer
U.S. Citizenship Required

r

II

A registered trademark of Grumman Corporation

Help Wanted:
Secretary / R~ceptionist working for a h?me
textiles business newspaper on MadIson
Ave. at 26th St. Position requires dictaphone typing. Word Processing helpful·or
will train. Call for appointment (212)
679-9755. Full Time. Tuition Reimbursement. Salary commensurate w/experience.

this is the best way we know to prove it.
.
Of course the American Express Card will
prove to be a'great help to you in your car~r-for
.travel
and for entertaining. And. to entertam yourAmerican Express- Card.
self.
you
can use it to buy some new clothes for
Because if you're a senior.and y~u've
work
or
some
new things for home. In addition, the
accepted a $10,000 career~nented Job, you
could get the American Expre~Card.
. Card is also a great way to help you begin to estakr
That's it. No strings. No gunrrucks. (And ev~n if lish your credit history.
So call1-800-THE-eARD and ask to have a Speyou don't have a job right now, don't worry. This
offer is still good. for 12 months after you graduate.) cial Student Application sent to ~
you. Or look for one on campus.
~ 14fll"'~
This is a special offer from American Expr~ss~
The
American
Express
Card.
•
_
cause as graduating seniors, we think you re kmd
Don't leave school without
__32"
of special. In fact, we believe in your future. And

It's not 100 long until you'll be walking up to get
your degree. B~t there's somethino you could get
right now that will help you in any walk of life. The
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He was a leader. He was a philosopher. He
was a teacher. He had hopes. He ignited the
moral conscience of America. His belief in
racial equality caused millions of whites and
blacks around the world to heed his call for
freedom from oppression. His speeches af""
fected everyone,
from the oppressed blacks to
the highest ranking elected officials. He was a
force 'to be reckoned with. His charisma appealed to all. The content of, and passion
with which he delivered his speeches, lit a
flame of hope within all that heard him.
An assassin's bullet brought his fight to an
end. But his dream lived on. The dream prospered. Those who followed him when he was
alive fought on. They fought on and the
world listened. Their fight still continues today. Recently his birthday' was officially
declared a national holiday, the first for a
black person. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
dream lives on.

Originally marshalled in 1926 by Carter G. Woodson, a black historian known as the
"Father of Black History," February is the month in which the world pays tribute to the
many deeds and accomplishments black people have made throughout history.
Many people stilldo not realize that black people are responsible for the many things that
we take for granted in today's society. The traffic light, refrigerator, modem sugar refining,
rubber vulcanization and the development of the third rail, now widely used as a safe means
of transfer by many railways across the country, are some thethings invented and perfected
by blacks.
Black activists, like Frederick Douglas and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., made impacts
that helped shape and mold not only the lifestyles, freedom and civil rights of black people,
but of all people.
..
'.
Black people also helped shape the music and film industries by adding certain lifestyles
and ideologies that have been adopted by people all across the world.
With each passing year, it is hoped that through Black' History Month people will gain a
better understanding of the accomplishments and great works of black people.
-Martin Starkey
\

-EricKun

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Dr. Martin Lather K1Dg, Jr.

Still to come...
Wed., Feb 19 "Prominent Black Women in
Business"
Faculty Lounge, 155 E. 24th St.
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Thurs., Feb. 20 "Fashion Show and Dance"
Auditoriurn
12:45 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.
"The Black Family"
Faculty Lounge. 155 E. 24thSt.
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Tues., Feb. 25 '''Apartheid''
Oak Lounge, '137 E. 22nd St.
4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

New York-born artist and filmmaker, Michael
J. Singletary, feels "very proud to be part of
Black History Month at Baruch College." The
work exhibited shows a "progression" of all his
work ranging from 1965 through 1982. Says
Singletary, "My work no longer adheres to any
particular movement in art. .. My work must
reflect my inner growth and rapidly changing environment from the streets of Harlem to the
cafes of Europe and, the hustle and bustle of the
marketplaces of Mexico and West Africa."
His paintings are rich in texture and possess a
history of black individuals that calls to memory
the poverty, struggle, talent and beauty of his
people. To sum up his work, Singletary says,
"For my goal as an artist is to glorify life, be it
happy or sad or, just there."
-Marie A. Peluso

Thnrs., Feb. 27 "African and B.S.O. Club"
12:45 p.m. - 2:) 5 p.m.
"Black Heroes Resurrected"
Globus Lounge, 360 P.A.S.
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Fri., Feb. 28 "A Tribute To The Founder Of
The Liberation Book 'Store"
Oak & Marble Lounges,
137 E. 22nd S1.
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Fri. ,Mar. 7 "Sounds of Motown"
A Video Tribute to Black Music
Room 114, 155 E. 24th S1.
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
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- Presented by the Baruch College
Black History Month Committee
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February 24-February 27
March 3 March 6
March 10 March 13
Help Baruch-Make MoneyHave Fun Win Prizes
Work at least eight nights
and earn $4.00/hour
To pick your nights, call Terence Rowland, 505-5891.

..,

The Uateuchabtes - Wild Child (MCA
Records)
Wild 'Child is atypical of the rock and
reggae sound that is becoming all too cliched in the eighties. What was once a novelty, has, at times, becomes annoying. The
Untouchables salvage the best, and the
worst, of the world of rock-reggae.
The first side of Wild Child is danceable
and fun. The title track leads off side one
with a combination of sixties Motown and
ska, similar to The Beat's Big Shot. The
next song. 'I Spy for the FBI," is a toetapping, finger-popping tune about secret
institutions. The rest of side one is rocking,
especially "What's Going Wrong," a slowlilting beautiful reggae melody, the best
song on the album. Unfortunately, the second side is a prime example of the new anduninteresting schlock reggae rock.
-'Slnm Bllum

Who is Gerard Cosloy? The Big Black's
guitarist/writer Steve Albini says he's a
rock critic/indie-Iabel exec. with
"scruples." That must explain why his
label, Homestead Records, is pressing
records for some of rock-n-roll's most intense practitioners, Get a load of this
roster: Sonic Youth, Antietam, Breaking
Circus, the Big Black (whose Racer-x is
easily one of the best records released last
year); all are bands that force rock-n-roll to
step outside itself and become more than
just a bunch of cliches. They've also made
opening the arts mail a little more pleasant.
OK, before you get bored, the purpose of
all this talk is to clue you in on some of
Homestead's recent releases. Here goes.
The Volcano SUDS - The Bright Orange
Years
I'm -impressed. The Suns are ex-Mission
of Burma drummer Peter Prescott's new
band. Not only do they rock out, but as a
songwriter Prescott is pretty great. Songs as
visionary as "Descent Into Hell" and "It'sStewtime" turn this album into a seemingly
"Divine Comedy" all Prescott's own. Of
The \VIto WIto'. Missing (MCA
COur£e. there is no "Paradise," but that
Records)
just means he's too young and wise to think
Who#s Missing is one hot album! The
he has all the aJlswers.-J\~JaeS~--anY~--··---~_!S_
& . ~._~.t:P!'CYiou~lY~unrerock trio that can make an Eno cover ("The
leaSeCI mateiiaf by the Who, consisting of
True Wheel") work live (NYU Benefit, Irvnew versions of ~ho originals, as well as
ing Plaza) can be as oblique as they want to
covers of Amencan rhythm and blues
be.
songs. The album is real rock and roll
Squirrel Bait - Squirrel Bait
r~orded partly in mono, ~efore music was
On hearing this I asked myself if it was
rumed by stereo sound. SIde one features
too early to talk' about Paul Westerberg
"Shout & Shimmy" by James Brown,
"Anytime You Want Me," and the Regents
emulators. Reading the comments of other
"Barbara ~n," with a rar~ lead vocal by
critics, I'm surprised to be the only writer to
th~ ~ate KeIth. Moon. ~~S?, SIde one ~~ the
have observed this. Yes, I suppose they are
close, in many ways, to Husker Du, but
~ngJnal verslO~s of I m a Boy,,, and
since Zen Arcade the Huskers' music has
Mary-~nne Wlt~ the Shaky Hand~. The
been increasingly lazy. Peter Searcy seems
second SIde. consists of rough v.erslons of
to have a flair for songwriting as well as
Wh? matenal that. never made ~t p~t the
Westerberg's lapsed voice yowling. The
cu.ttl~g r?Om .prevJo~sly. T~~ hlgh!I~~ of
bottom line is that Squirrel Bait pleases me
this SIde IS a h~e version of Bargain.
the way the Replacements continue to.
The aIbu~ IS .m?re .than Just another
Can't wait to hear the LP.
record. Who s MISSing IS a post-humous
Live Skull _ Bringing Home the Bait
look at the early.career of the Who, before
When 1 caught this band at Irving Plaza
t~ey. became. spoiled, and be.fo~e they grew
(fronting the Minutemen) in November, I
bIg I~ Amenca. But more slgmfi~nt tha~
dismissed them as a less raucous/interesting
pr~~ng t~e Who can d~ soul mUSIC, Who,S
version of Sonic Youth. Judging from the
Missing IS a summation of the Who s
LP, the rhythm section can really thunder
England, t~e M~ and the Rockers, and a
and the guitarists thrash. The combined efwhole era In English pop culture.
feet is sort of like an electrical storm coming
-Stnen lJIlIun
out of the speakers - aural thunder an'
lightning. Although, as yet, the lyrics remain undisseminated, the titles ("Wisdom
& Gravy," "Goodbye to the Uninvited
Guests") sound .pretty interesting. It's a
good listen.
Salent 66 - A Ripping Spin
This band has received quite a bit of
underground press attention. As a result,
on finally hearing the finished -product, this
is a little dlsappointing. The Velvetscum-R.E.M. textural impressionism is admirable, but Judy Grunwald's voice leaves more than just a bit to be desired. Her voice
is just not conducive to the album's
predominate medium tempo (exception:
"The Vessel"). Songs like uChinchilla"
and U Playground" work because they
don't allow us the time to contemplate the
notes she's not hitting.
Salem 66 is obviously a talented band,
but "a ripping spin"....this ain't.

-K. L. Williams
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(Chrysalis Records)
Someone should give Terry Hail a good
spanking. What a brat! The Colour Field is
the third band he's claimed membership to
in the last seven years. Judging from his demeanor at a recent press conference, I'm
sure it won't be his last. Of course this
wouldn't concern me if their debut album,
Virgins and Philistines, wasn't so promising. But, in what seems like an eternity, I
listened to him refer to the Specials as
"stupid," producer Jeremy Green as "a fat
bastard," and David Bowie glitter rock as
"shit." Oh yeah, and then there was Bobby
Goldsboro. For whatever reason, he kept
mentioning Bobby Goldsboro. Even more
annoying were the knee-jerk hipsters who
seemed to think it was all so humorous
After receiving the vinyl compensation
(which is why we show up at these shindigs,
isn't it?) I flee!.
Assuming that I now have your attention, -I'll proceed with the good news.
Virgins and Philistines is pretty impressive.
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The Colour Field - Virgins and Philistines
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By carefully rummaging through the
veritable library of pop music, the Colour
Field unearth an interesting array of
melodies and textures. The resulting songs
are wonderfully lush, sometimes moving,
and always listenable.
Although one would never have guessed
after witnessing the aforementioned press
conference, a number of these songs
(lyrically, as well as musically) reveal Terry
Hail to be remarkably sensitive. Most of his
tortured love reminiscences work
"Thinking of You" via Burt Bacharach
melody cribs. But the LP's two highlights
are placed back to back on side two. "Cruel
Circus" is a painful comment on the
present-day exploitation of animals which
asks, "Isn't it enough to eat them'?" A
beautifully elaborate rendition of the
Roches' "Hammond Song" follows.
Throughout his career, Terry Hajj has
proven continually that he is worthy of our
attention. Above all, this LP is a good
listen.

-K.L. Williams
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7Z Top - Afterb.....er (Warner Bros.
Records)
Two years ago ZZ Top was fairly popular
with southern rock fans but floated in
anonymity as far as everybody else was concerned. So they decided to keep playing
their uhick" music but added a strong disco
beat. What they wound up with was
Eliminator, which would become the
band's best selling album and one of the
best albums of 1984. Now comes Afterburner which picks up where the previous
album left off. This is an album of twisted
ideas with high-powered rock and roll.
Of the ten songs on the album only one
song can be deemed mellow and that is
"Rough Boy," where lead singer Billy Gibbons does an incredible imitation of Bryan
Adams. Besides that brief reprieve, the
album is a collection of very danceable
rockers. The LP gets off to a sizzling start
with uSleeping Bag" in which Gibons invites girls in if it is cold outside. I get.the
feeling the song is about camping-out near

the pyramids in the deserts of Egypt (Who
camps out in the desert?). This song has the
strongest beat on the album, so strong, a
master-mix version gets played in clubs.
Two selections, "Can't Stop Rockin' " and
"Delirious" are just straight rockers with
high-powered guitars. "Velcro fly" is the
only weak link on this album; the words,
beat, and rhythm are pitifully repetitious.
They saying goes, uYou go with who
brought you to the dance" and that's exactly what the band does. They even take
music from the last album, uGimme All
Your Lovin' " and plug it into this
album on "Dipping Low." The Eliminator
car even appears on the album cover which
sets the tone for the album. Who say you
can't tell a book by its cover? This is an
album that can't be fully appreciated unless
it gets cranked up with the headphones on.
Billy and the boys remain the foremost
authority on playing good old southern
rock mixed with disco synthesizers and
drums.
-Pal F/"".
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STIlIJENTtENTiR PROGRAM BOARD
SPRING '86 MOVIE SCHEDULE .
.
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•
Frida~

Mondays

2/20 Witness

2/21

2/24 Wftness

2/27

Mask

2/28 Mask··

3/3

3/6

Cocoon

3/7

Cocoon

3/10 Cocoon

3/13

Soldiers-Story

3/14

Sol di-e-r·s Story

3/17

3/30

Cotton. CJ~b

3/21 Cotton Club

4/10

Man With One Red Shoe

4/11

Man With One Red Shoe·* 4/14 Man with Red Shoe

4/17

E.l.

4/18

E.l.

4/21

E.T.

5/1

White Nights

5/2

White Nights

5/5

White Nights

5/8

Rocky 1V

5/9

Rocky 1V

5/12 Rocky IV

Thursdau
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JUST 6NE SHOWING
MOVIES WILL BE SHOWN IN ROOM 4 SOUTH

ALL FILMS TO BE SHOWN ON MONDAYS AND THURSDAYS, WILL BE SHOWN AT 5:30pm IN THE
OAK LOUNGE OF THE STU DENT-clRTER.
1

ALL FILMS TO BE SHOWN ON F~lDAYS WILL BE SHOWN IN ROOM 114 OF THE 24th STREET
BUILDING AT 1:00pm AND 3:00pm.

..

ALL FILMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE OF TIME. DATE. LOCATION AND/OR CANCELLATION •
•
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Rappaport Moves Uptown
By Eric Kun
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By Vicki Drake
1

"Is there any other way for us?" asks
Zach Peterson, a black South African, of
his brother whose skin is light enough to
pass as "white." "No," answers Morie,
who has spent the last year sleeping on the
floor of zach's tumble-down shack. "The
two of us are locked in here together. We
are tied together by a bond between
brothers. A blood knot."
During the 1960's, when Blood Knot was
first produced in South Africa and
America, these words probably held hope
for many who believed in a peaceful end to
apartheid in South Africa. Now, however,
with the cataclysmic conditions in' that
country, the words sound like naive notes
of optimism. "Brotherhood" may have
been the key word of the '60's, but
"violence" characterizes the 'SO's.
Athol Fugard's Blood Knot, in which he
co-stars at the Golden Theatre, is a rich,
moving study of the conflicts that exist between men of different skin colors who
must. snare .the same space.
Morie (Fugard) has returned to his impoverished brother's home. Act I works to
define the brothers. Morie, who does not
work, lives by the tick of an alarm clock for
the dream 6f a future; he puts away a portion of Zach's salary each week. Zach
(Zakes Mokae) slowly realizes how his life
has changed during the year that his brother
, has been with him. He remembers a friend
with whom he used to get drunk, sing and
chase women. He comes to see that he was
happy a year ago and that now he only sits
in his room and talks with (or rather listens
to) his brother.
The tension between the brothers simmers quietly below the surface. They realize
that each holds vastly different memories of
their mother and their childhood. Morie
remembers her brown hands in soapsuds;
Zach pictures her gnarled feet which could
no longer fit in her shoes. They remember
different scenes, different experiences until
they find the one memory they share; a
game of mental escape to a field full of
beautiful, free butterflies.
Zach decides he wants a woman in his
life, and Morie suggests a pen pal, even
though Zach is illiterate. Morie composes a
letter to a woman who they soon discover is
white. The tension between the brothers
escalates as Zach celebrates the idea of a
white woman corresponding with him, and
Morie delivers the warnings of'jhe white
world. A man's dreams, he says, are
dangerous. "All they need for evidence is a
man's dreams. Dreams that they drag off to
judgement. "
Morie should know. His own dreams
have left him vulnerable and guilty. Morie
explains with a reference to Cain and Abel
that he left home to become a fugitive and a
vagabond. When asked about his physical
desires, Morie responds that once he
"wanted something so soft and warm, (he
wanted it more than anything." Although
he knows he is, at least, part black, the
world will accept Morie as white, and if a
man can change his skin color, why not?
Morie argues that it is not just a fine hat
and suit on a white body that makes one
white; it comes from down deep inside.

I'm Not Rappaport, a touching comedy
.currently playing at the Booth Theatre,
draws its comic force from the misadventures of two octogenarians. Starring Judd
Hirsch and Cleavon Little, it is the lively
story of two people who fight against odds
that, in the end, prove insurmountable. It is
also an endearing love story of trust and
surmounting hope. Although Herb Gardner's mismatched couple seemingly can't
stand each other, it is apparent that they
couldn't live without each other.
A bench in Central Park is where it all
happens. Nat (Judd Hirsch) is the master of
disaster. He is gregarious, arrogant, and
strong' willed. Midge (Cleavon Little) is a
low key person. Midge likes his life to be
simple and uncomplicated. Midge is a
building superintendent. No one knows
what Nat is. Nat tries to convince Midge he
was everything from a spy to a lawyer. Nat
pulls Midge into a world of confusion,
danger, and hope. Nat almost serves as a
rebirth for Midge.
Nat takes it upon himself to fight for
Midge's job, which he is about to lose. Nat
confronts the authorities who are going to
fire Midge. Nat also has a showdown with a
mugger who extorts money from Midge.
Nat attempts to take on the mob. Nat fights
his daughter, who wants to put him in a
nursing home. All of this happens while
they barely move five feet from their bench.
These escapades that Nat undertakes and

(somehow) always gets Midge to participate
in all have a sad note. Nat and Midge lose
all these battles. These are .battles they can't
win. But the skirmishes and arguments are
hilarious. The play even builds in suspense.
Unfortunately, all of Nat's and Midge's
fights lead back to the inescapable fact that
they can't win.
Hirsch's performance is magnificent.
Forget the Alex Reiger of "Taxi." This
Hirsch is incredible. Hirsch delivers a command performance that is right on cue.
Cleavon Little is remarkable and convincing. Although Midge and Nat have many
pitfalls, not once do they attempt to draw
sympathy for their plight. Rather, they concentrate on their, differences. Midge has a
passive approach to life's everyday problems. Nat, however, is an impulsive, hard
headed rebel, who does whatever is
necessary to win. This includes posing as a
Mafia godfather, a lawyer representing
Midge, and Dr. "Friedrich Engles." Nat is
a major buttinski who emphasizes standing
up for what one believes in and fighting for
it. Midge just wants to get out of the line of
fire and be safe, But Nat pushes Midge on,
forces him to fight while Midge gives Nat
the support Nat needs to stay alive.
I'm Not Rappaport is excellently written
and directed. It is a strong story from start
to finish. The play moves and never slows
down. The audience is usually on the edge
of their seats waiting to find out what happens next. I'm Not Rappaport is easily one.
of the H:Jnniest plays on Broadway. It is a
hit play for everyone, young and old.

Although he cries that he's no Judas, this
"whiteness" comes, perhaps, from where a
man keeps his dreams and memories. We
watch Zach as he realizes his brother has
always been white, has always had options,
choices. "I see this now," Zach says. "You'
would manage all right with them. That's
the main thing." Zach calls to his dead
mother to ask, "Whose mother were you
really?" He searches for who really
belongs. A "game" of black and white role
playing quickly degenerates into verbal
brutality and physical violence.
In another moment of personal anguish, .
Zach faces the truths of his own life: He is
black, the white woman would not want
him if she saw him;' she, in fact, would
scream if she saw him and he would be left
to run as his Only defense. Throughout the r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - play, Morie offers Zach the words to
describe his suffering: injury, insult, inhumanity, prejudice. By the end of the
play, Zach has mastered the meanings of
these words.
More than anything else, Fugard's play is
about Zach's painful awakening to the
realities of his life with a white brother
whom he supports and whom he may not be
able to trust. This is preeiselywhy Fugard's
wonderfully powerful play does not work
for the 1980's. The black man in South
Africa awoke to the realities of his life
many years ago. The labor of blacks to support a white minority government is an accepted truth. South Africa has passed
through this period of discovery and questioning. Fugard himself, in an interview
with Jesse Kornbluth for New York
magazine, says, "The Africaaner is never
going to share power; it's going to have to be
taken away from his forcibly." The final
image of Fugard's play denies this modem
reality.
The play, removed from the world's
political arena, is brilliantly produced. Rusty Smith's set design is superb. With its corrugated tin roof, bare cupboards and
meager furnishings, zach's shack floats
ambiguously in the center space of the
her jerk of an ex-husband and their custody
stage, reminding us of the isolation of the
By Laurie Nocerito
battle. But Ms. Hawn does survive all the
battlefield. The lighting, by William B.
Warfel, adds successfully to the sense o f l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - problems of the high school, the team and
her family. She stands up to them all in one
mysterious shadows that haunt the lives of
First she was a successful member of the
way or another. Goldie uses her wonderful
army
in
Private
Benjamin
and
now
she
Morie and Zach.
facial expressions to get through it all and
The central force of Blood Knot,
coaches a football team. That cute blonde,
convinces
the audience she really isn't sure
however, derives from its performers.
Goldie Hawn, loves to do things that are
why she is stuck in this flick. In the end we
Fugard and Mokae are close friends; they
out of the ordinary. Personally, I like her
can accept the woman's struggJe story, but
know each other as well as they know this
better with Chevy Chase in the old days of
wish we didn't get some of the added extras
play. They understand and feel every
PG comedy (Seems Like Old Times).
with it.
spoken line.
This movie, Wildcats (Warner Bros.), is
At least there was some good music acMokae's broad, open smile lends itself
rated R for the ridiculously repulsive young
companying Wildcats. L.L. Cool J's
perfectly to the slow, humorous lines he
men who play on Goldie's team. Nipsey
,speaks. When realization dawns on him, we
"Football Rap" was the most memorable.
Russell does a nice job as the principal of
Even Goldie joined in the rap with the guys.
feel the pain he experiences, we see it in
the tough school where the action takes
However, the song brought. back memories
every inch of his suffering body.
place, but he does not save the movie.
Fugard reminds one of Charlie Chaplin's
of Super Bowl XX with the Refrigerator,
Wildcats has a good enough story idea,
impish tramp. He bounces around the
quarterback Jim McMahon and the "Super
but instead of tackling it (pun intended)
stage, winding his alarm clock, fussing with
Bowl Shuffle." Wildcats (the team) has
with good taste, director Michael Ritchie
the hot water and lantern. He masterfully
frightening resemblance to the winners of
spends far too much film on the bad
sophomoric humor of high school kids. Rethat famous football contest. Is that how
captures the ambiguous nature of Morie,
the Chicago Bears really started out?
cent movies have treated high school life
the white black man.
Blood Knot, as created by Athol Fugard
The Wildcats of football are a bad imitawith more respect. Wildcats just insults
tion of the Bad News ~s trying to play
everyone. Whenever anything worthwhile
in the 1960's, is a fine play. The production
baseball. The genuine laughs in this movie
occurs in the movie, it is usually seconds
and performances this year are excellent.
do not equal the stupid chuckles and Goldie
away from a barrage of unnecessary four
But a play that addresses itself to a human
Hawn's charm cannot save Wildcats either.
condition which rests solidly on a political
letter words or a focus on a flaccid
Wait till this one hits cable T.V. or comes
stomach.
situation must be judged according to its
out on videotape and you'll be happy you
relevancy. Blood Knot is no longer relevant
Instead of just seeing Goldie be a triumdidn't
spend six bucks to see it.
phant
pioneering
woman,
we
are
bored
by
to the problems South Africa faces today.

Goldie Gets Sacked.
."
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played beautifully by Mia Farrow, stands as
the lD~anic figure of the family. Her
mother describes herself as a boozy, foulmouthed, flirtatious old-bag. Her father
has a penchant for restoring calm while he
conjures up old piano melodies of the 40's.
Hannah is their successful stage daughter.
Her other two sisters are struggling to make
sense of their lives. Holly (Dianne Wiest) is
always borrowing money for another new
dilettante interest, while Lee (Barbara Hershey) is having an affair with Hannah's husband.. The nst a·left to your imaainatioft.
something that will be dutifully attended to.
This film is 'molded by Allen's intellectual
style with numerous references to the
classics of literature, philosophy, music and
New York architecture.(Can you name all
the buildings.on the tour?) It is underscored
by the rich, lyrical jazz sound of the bigband era.

~."-''''-'''''''
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By Jeff Berger

In the past few weeks, Woody Allen's
photo has appeared on the covers of many
magazines and newspapers. That usually
signals the release of one more of his extensive life-studies on film. For the past 15
years Mr. Allen has written and directed
nearly a film per year. For someone who
guides and finishes each piece of work with
subtlety and nuance, this is an enormous
volume of art. He is considered one of the
greatest American cinematographers since
Charles Chaplin.
.
Allen's genius as an artist begins with his
witty, quick, hilarious dialogue. But· once
he's got your attention there follows an ab-

sorbing exploration of the human condi-

tion. This is facilitated, in part, by the intimacy and transparency of his characters.
By the conclusion of most Allen films, the
audience has obtained a clearer understanding of the lives, loves and obsessions of his
characters than of their own.
In Hannah & Her Sisters, released Feb. 7,
Woody Allen .has again succeeded inputting onto film an insightful, sensitive work
that deals with the dynamics of a cultured,
middle-class family. To his credit, Allen
believes the family is still our primary nurturing environment. Viewed from the relationships of three sisters, this film also ventures into the area of intrafamily adultery.
Like Chaplin and Truffaut, Allen weaves
an autobiographical signatory character into all his works. In this case, it is a
hypochondriac-neurotic named Mickey.
Mickey is Hannah's' ex-husband. Hannah,

many of his films I am eager to see this- a
second time. (Could .this be likened unto
Chaplin's Modern Times where the Tramp
gets the girl?)
The film is shot mainly indoors. A feeling
of claustrophobia is not unreasonable. By
contrast, the quick seasonal cuts were
refreshing like cool air blasts. There are
many impressive technical shots, such as
the restaurant scene where the camera·
sweeps behind the sisters' heads as they
argue ferociously,' and the interspljeiftl.of

"This film is molded
by Allen's intellectual
style, with numerous
references to philsophical,
literary, and New York's
architectural classics."

As an

auteur, Allen has expressed
repetitiously his favorite themes: his
obsessive fear of death, his disarming inferiority with women,' and his awkward
self-consciousness about being Jewish. In
this film his humor runs the gamut from
slapstick comedy to word play and mature
sit-com. My favorite scenes included his
search for religious "truth and meaning,"
and a comic montage of TV programming
listed impassionately (at first) by Frederick
(Max Von Sydow), a Teutonic, reclusive,
minimalist artist playing Lee's lover. Did
anyone notice' that Mr. Von Sydow has
been Ingmar Bergman's star for years Bergman being a favorite influence on
Allen? Unlike his . last family piece, "Interiors." Hannah ends with a rejuvenating
uplifting twist. The dialogue keeps coming
back to' me in crowded elevators. Like

clips from the Marx Brothers film seen
through Woody's eyes. There is no
avoiding the parallels between Hannah &
Her Sisters and Strindberg's Three Sisters. I
would encourage a re-reading to the
serious Woody Allen fan. There is a
magical leap at the end, that encourages
one to adventure onto new' emotional
ground. Woody Allen recently became SO
years young. Life's wonders continue to unfold for him and hopefully he will continue
to put them on the screen for us. ENJOY_
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By Neeraj Vohra

tally is the first time he gets to talk to her),
she thinks he is crazy.
Sam is an idealogue, and attempts to
escape the mundane cruel reality for the
world of his dreams. In fact, there are many
times that he can't distinguish between the
two. One such occasion is when he forces
Jill to drive through a police barricade.
They are chased by the police, and when the
police car crashes and explodes, Sam is horrified to see one of the policemen in flames.

H ow does one describe a movie that is
said to defy precise classification by its own
director and co-writer? The first thought
that comes to mind is thatBrazi/ is quite
unlike any movie I have ever seen. In that
respect, the word bizarre is certainly an appropriate one to characterize the movie that
was written by Terry Gilliam (of Monty
Python fame), Tom Stoppard (dramatist),
and Charles McKeown (actor-writer).

Sam and Jill's actions make them a
quarry for the police and the state (strong
shades of /984). Sam's love is finally consummated, and yes, the police do catch
them in bed just like they did in 1984. But,
watch the ending very closely, it might
catch you off-guard.

The movie has nothing to do with Brazil,
the country. _ Gilliam explains that the
screenplay was inspired by the popular song
of the 19305 called "Brazil." And indeed,
Gilliam uses the haunting song many times
in the meie.

What sets the movie apart from /984 is
firstly the humor. You will catch yourself
laughing at a lot of the things that in
retrospect are appalling. For instance. there
~ is a scene where one of Sam's closest
~ friends, upon learning about Sam's
troubles, says, uWe've been the best of
~ friends for a long time now, and until this
z~ thing blows over, stay away from me. "
Much of the humor is provided by the
workers of Central Services, a government
agency responsible for the plumbing. It is
also provided ,by the outlaw pl~ber played
so well by RObert De Niro. It is obvious
that Gilliam put a lot of time and money into this movie.

Brazil takes place "somewhere in the
20th century" at Christmas time in a
bureaucratic, very Orwellian state. The
homes have ugly gargantuan plumbing, and
terrorist bombs go off at .. frighteningly
frequent rate. 'There is a lot 'of humor in the
movie, but as is to be expected from a
former member of the "Flying Circus," the
humor is more often than not completely
off-the-wall.

a

The story centers around a dreamer by
the name of Sam Lowry (Jonathan Pryce),
son of a late government minister and a
domineering, plastic-surgery freak, Ida
Lowry. Sani is more interested in saving the
damsel in distress in his dreams than accepting the promotions that his mother is constantly arranging. Sam isa clerk at the
Ministry of Information records department, an office whose settings must have
come from the movie 1984.
As a result of a fatal computer error, Sam
comes face to face with the woman of his
dreams, Jill (Kim Greist) who turns out to
be a truck-driver. Obviously, when he
finally gets a - chance to teU her tbat
he is madly in love with her (which indden-
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The settings are frighteningly real, and,
not surprisingly, the special' effects are excellent -. they were done by George Gibbs,
who was responsible for the special effects
in Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom.
This is one of those movies that you can not
leave saying that it was just O.K. You will
either love it, or you WIll hate it. If you are a
dreamer, you will love it and be heartbroken by the ending. Either way, it's so
well done and unique that it is certainly a
must-see for 1986.
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• And the Not So New
Echo" the HunDymen - Songs to Learn &
Sing (Sire Records)
.
As an astute observer of the rock-n-roll
scene, one sometimes has to resist an urge
to yawn when contemplating releases one
deems superfluous. Such was the case when
Sire Records announced it was releasing a
compilation of singles by Liverpool's Echo
& the Bunnymen. What can Sire hope to accomplish with this record? Surdy they must
know that anyone with any interest iIi the'
Bunnies' music probably bas the .ori@D.a l
LP~s from which these tracks (excepting
"Bring on the Dancing Horses," the new
single) were Ii~Andjfthey(Sire) are try~'
ing to cash in on the popularity that allowed
for sellout shows across the USA on the
band's last tour in 1984, -it seems ridiculous·
to wait this long - especially after a tepid,
release like '84's Ocean Rain. What I'm try-
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VAMPIRES
ARE NOT THE ONLY ONES
DYING ·FOR YOUR BLOOD.
_.
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ing to say is that, to coin a phrase,
preaching to the converted is pointless and
no way to stimulate new interest.
All that said, for those of you not already
familiar with the band, Songs to Learn &
Sing is about as good a place to start as any.
Of course, being a fan, I have my own
choices of what cuts they should have lifted
("My White Devil," for instance, or U All
That Jazz"). But every single is here, and
great singles aD of them. The ragaJn1lucncedguitar sucks you in and the neo. baroque -strings (on "The Cutter" and
. "The Back of Love" by Ravi Shankar)
keep you, tbere.. Musically sparse and
lyrically wise, this album proves that all the
tongue-wagging I did between '1981-84 was
not just hysteria. (on my-part). .
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-K.L. Williams

Bangles - Different Light (Columbia
day." Now that's Prince!
Another contribution of note is
Records) .
The Bangles are a Los Angeles based
"September Gurls," written by Alex
Chilton. Chilton had several hits during the
band consisting of four beautiful females.
sixties with his group, The Boxtops, and his
Their first album on Columbia Records, A l/
Over the Place was a surprise hit in 1984,
"Memphis sound" has made him a cult
and a damn good record. The new album,
shaman to several other excellent bands,
Different Light, is also a damn good
such as the Replacements.
As for the original material, Different
record.
Four songs off Different Light were writLight is less uptempo than All Over the
ten by outside people, three of which
Place. However, Different Light still shows
should be recognized. "Walk Like an Egypthe same penchant for the neo-psychedelia,
tian" is a dance tune, which you'll be hearthe naivete of "let's form a band and play
rock androll," that makes them a "Female
ing at dance clubs in the near future.
REM," with songs of two, three and four
"Manic Monday" is the first single off
Different Light, and was written by Prince.
part harmonies.
Although Prince uses the pseudonym , In the music industry, comparisons are
inevitable. Being an all female LA band,
"Christopher" for this track, "Manic
the Bangles will be compared to other .girl
Monday" is Prince's tune. In recent mongroups such as the Go Go's, who played
ths Prince has shown a fondness for the LA
"Paisley Underground" psychedelic scene.
lightweight pop/rock. Hopefully, after DifThe chorus of "Manic Monday" goes as
ferent Light people wiD see the BansJes in a'
follows: "It's just another manic Monday/l
different light.
wish it was Sunday/'cause that's my Fun-
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worth fighting for. Be a lifesaver.
GIVE BLOOD!

Wednesday, March 5

9 am - 4:15 pm
Student Activities Center - 2nd Floor
Thursday, March 6
137 E. 22nd Street
9 alii - 4:15 pm
155 E. 24th Street - Room 103
To Schedule an Appointment,
Contact: Baruch College
Student Activities Center - Room 10.4

725-3057.
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The first JOn people who register
will
and a pack of Life
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Baruch's Other Basketball Te.am

KNOWLEDGE.

By O~t Mandzy

chery,

Q: How many of the people who died of lung

cancer last year were smokers?
A. 25%
8.40%
c.6O%

Their practice starts promptly at
6 p.m., but only three players
show. This, according to coach
Ralph Montanaaro, is not an uncommon sight at a Baruch women's
basketball practice.
Montanaro, the first-year coach
of the first-year team is rather
disappointed in the dismal response
the team has had from students.
The former high school basketball
coach said, uI've never had the
problem of having not .enough
players (to field a learn). You have
to sacrifice yourself just like
everybody else." Now, very often
too few players show up to field' a
team for a game. This has led to the
forfeiture or" two games. Their
record now stands at 0-8 . .The
closest they have come to winning
was on Feb. 3, against St. Joseph's
College.
The fact that Baruch can seldomly field the minimum five players
for a game can have major repercussions for Baruch's other
women's teams. NCAA (National
Collegiate Athletic Association)
rules require a school to field at
least four teams of a gender to be
considered for NCAA sanctioning.
Baruch now fields five women's
teams basketball, .tennis, ar-

0.80%
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To really make out, it helps to be prepared.

Experienced. Confident.
Kaplan gets you ready for the GMAl: LSAt
MeAl: GRE, GRE PSYCH, GRE BIQ DAl: NTE,
andSPEED~

In fact, more licensing and admission tests
than anyone in the world. Ask about the one

you need.

~

1

Our test-taking techniques have helped
over 1 million students score.
How about yoU?
. KAPLAN ·

volleyball,

and

fencing.

As things stand now, Baruch will
no longer field a swimming team.

This
is
due to a lack of
student interest and to the fact that
Baruch's practice' facilities are
literally all dried up. The swimming
pool in the basement of 17 Lexington Ave. was 'drained on Dec._23
to facilitate 'renovations and
emergency repairs .
According to Alfred Peredo, the
chairman of the physical and health
education department, the repairs
should be completed and the pool
. reopened by June I. Hunter College's Brookdale pool, which was
used for practices in the past, was
not available for any length of time
this semester. Practices should last
longer than 'one hour, but the pool
was not available for longer than
one hour at one time.
.

Montanaro said that a lack of
facilities is not the only reason for
students' apathetic view of intercollegiate athletics. He said that
ever since the physical education requirement was dropped from the
BBA core requirements, students
haven't been as interested in
Baruch's teams.
,
Montanaro is starting to recruit

on his own. He said, "I have a letter going out to 100 high schools
for recomme ndat i ons (f'or
players." Although .Bamch, being
a Division III competitor, cannot'
entice prospective players to play
for scholarships or other rewards,
letters urging high school students
to attend Baruch because ofits fine
curriculum and athletic teams
allowed. Montanaro : pointed out
tha the letter tbat he' is sending
should help out all Baruch's 'teams, .
not just the women's' basketball.
squad.
...

are'

The women's basketball team
started out with about 20 women
trying out, said Montanaro. But, he
said, the majority of those that
tried out "either graduated, or were
academically ineligible." He said
that although he has at least five to
seven regular players, he said, "I
don't have players, I have bodies."
He added, "I could have five quality players and that would make a
difference. "
Although the season is coming to
an end, a few new players have
reported an interest in playing. The
women's team will most probably
continue into next year, says Montanaro, but without the support
of students, it may not.

SPRING RECREATION HOURS
FITNESS CENTER

StANlY H.ICAI'l»iB:lUCAllONAl. QN1'B an

131........ 56 SlrMt (betwwn 6 and 7 Aw.)
New Von, N.Y. 100t9· 212-9n -8200;

(Weight Room)

ROOIIII128

23rd St. Building

Monday

12:Q0.4:4S
12:4S-4:4S;
12:Q0.4:4S

7: 1S-9:ooPM

Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday

The world's best test prep organization.
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CALL DAYS. EVENINGS. EVEN WEEKENDS:

MANHA1TAN 212-977-8200
BROOKLYN 718-336-5300· QUEENS 718-261-MOO· STATEN ISLAND 718-979-1122
LONG ISLAND 516-248-1134 • WlSlCHISTER 914-948-7801
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Thursday
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6th Floor

TENNIS

69th Regiment Armory

Monday
Tuesday·
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

10:00-11:30;

12-:4S~:~·

We start with sizzling hot flame-broiled beef.
We add fresh tomato, crispy lettuce, crunchy

. 23rd St. BaiIdiDg
7:40-9:10PM
7:·4()..9:1OPM

. . cnion-eand.cther tastylixins..Andlhen.
weserve .tjustthe way you want it.

1f:00-12:3O
Lexington Ave. (bet. 25/26th Sts.)

Su.)
1:30-3:30
1:30-3:30
12:30-3:30
12:30-3:30
2:00-3:30

Appointments for .Tennis must. be made in person in Room 1120, 23~ St. building, no earlier than one week before playing date. Students
may play for 4S rmnutes on Fnday and one hour all other days. Certain times may be pre-empted for tennis matches. Proper attire must be
worn at all times in all facilities.
All times are subject to change. due to student-aide availability.
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WHERE THE YOUNG MEETS THE OLD.
Israel
is Young. \.
Smart nightclubs where
the music stops when
the sun comes up.
Vibrant 20 th century Ott
and theater. Bustling.
cosmopolitan Cities with
Sidewalk cafes.
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Israel
is Old.
Clues With Gtbhcal
names. Structures
Cleated by Hellenic and
Roman Builders.
Archeological finds from
the Quarries of Solomon
and the Tomb of
~ Zochoriah. Byzantine
,,"., churches and Moslem
. mosques. The old port of
ACJe. the old orv of
Ancient

~.
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and Old.

A 30 year old c<:>untry with a 3800 yeor hisfOty. just waiting
f()( you. Send for our brochure which describes our series of
tours created e~iolty for the student / youth traveler.
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were led by the great Lawerence
Taylor, Leonard Marshall, Harry
Carson and Jim Burt. However,
• the Giants lost too many close
games. They lost to Dallas (twice),
Green Bay, Washington, and
Cleveland by a total of 13 points.
(Continued from Back Page)
Many still felt the only obstacle for
into an intimidating one. The Jets
the Giants reaching the Super Bowl
defense got all-pro seasons
was Chicago. As it turned out
from defensive linemen Joe Klecko
Chicago defeated the Giants 21-0 in
and Mark Gastineau and linebacker
the playoffs, Here's my all pro
Lance Mehl. On offense, the Jets
team:
had a good balance of run and pass.
All-Leviae Team
Second-yearnuminaback Freeman
Offeaae
McNeil battled injuries to lead the
PosiJets into the playoffs. Their season
tion Team
Player
was highlighted by diVision victories
over Miami and New England.
QB Miami
Dan Marino
Those victories put the Jets temDolphins
porarily into first place in the AFC
RB Los Angeles
Marcus Allen
East. Despite a 26-14 loss to New
Raiders
England in the playoffs, the Jets
Walter Payton
RB Chicago
became a team to be reckoned with.
Bears
Though they finished and reachWR ancinnati
Chris Collinsed the. playoffs. many people felt
BenaaJs
worth
that the Giants should have done
WR Pittsburgh
Louis Lipps
better. After all, they lot outstanSteelers
dina seasons from runmna back Joe Todd Christensen TE Los Angeles
Morris, quart~ Phil Simms
Raiders
(who will someday win the big
game) aDd wide receiver Lionel
OL The entire
Manuel who became a biI play
Miami
receiver. Tbe·defeuse was as tOQlb
Dolphin
as ever. DeIpiIe the boidoui of corOffeusive
DClbac:k Mart Haynes, the OiaDts
Line

NFL

lV_
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STATE __ ZIP _---:--_
Year cl Grad.

RaIM good for students & educarononly. AIow 6-12 weeU-:-":"for-newsubscriptions to sIorl PubW.rs' ratft ~ to change. RatM en in
U.s. S and ore good triy in the U.s.

. . . . COUIION TOI PMSS, 500 Third Ave. w.. Seattle. WA98119

2844

Review

II
~

p-------------..
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I
I __

Defense
Richard Dent
DE Chicago
Bears

NT New York
Jets
DE Los Angeles
Howie Long
Raiders
LB New York
Lawrence
Giants
Taylor
LB
Chicago
Mike Singletary
Bears
LB Chicago
Otis Wilson
-<'-Bears
LB New EngAndre Tippett
land
Patriots
CB
Los
Angeles
Mike Haynes
lWders
Gary Fencik
FS Chicago
Bears "
Nolan Cromwell SS Los Angeles
.Rams
Gary Green
CD Los ADgdes
Rams
SpecIal Tem.
Ron Brown
KR Los Angeles
Joe Klecko

Rams
Irving Fryar

PR New
England
Patriots

aueaao

Kevin Butler

Ie

Ray Guy

P Los Angeles

Bears

Raiders
Coach of the Year - Raymond
Berry, New EnaJand Patriots

I
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I
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WHOPPE~~NDWICH
WHOPPER EXPRESS
40 E. 23rd St.
PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON
BD"ORE ORDERING
L.ilfm ()owo COlIpoII Prr CIISIOIPWr. Not rood 1/1 conJlllfCrlOlf willi fllty OIhO' off~. Void ;""rrr prolf,bllrd
by 1tIw. SuJu fllld load IIIXIS wlwl'P tlPpltcat*.

Valid Feb. l8-Marcb 31
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Men's Volleyball Team Wins2of3
,
By Orest Maadzy
-------------.
After losing their first three
games in a row, Baruch's men's
volleyball team rebounded to win
two of their last three to bring their
record up to 24.
On Feb. S, the team decisively
beat Queens College, at Queens,
three sets to one. They lost to New
York University at Baruch on Feb.
7, 3-0, and won against Fordham
on Feb. 12, 3~. Stanley "Scooby"
Barbot, a Baruch player said,
"Winning smells so good."
Playing a best of five match
against Queens, Baruch lost the
first set primarily because the team
wasn't properly warmed up.
Gerard Karnperveen, one of
Baruch's power hitters, also arrived
after the first set had been played.
His arrival marked the beginning of
highly motivated play for the
Statesmen as they hit volleys and
blocked spikes with perfect poise.
During the third set however, Vici

.

~

tor Pajares, one of the team's
prunary setters injured his right
foot and couldn't continue playing.
His loss didn't faze the Statesmen
terribly, although coach Maurice
Correa said that hisJossis-.a major

absence was more than made up for
by the outstanding play of.Shawn
Lyn-Cooke, Moses Grullon, and
Dino Rohoman, the captain of 1be
team.
Correa said, "You go out with a
'0Il.C.~_. ._... ,4:tJBti~l{~ 1Jetter attitude" after such a domi"finish at least 111 .SUO.'" . ' nant victory. "The players play
Baruch's second victory in three more relaxed and are willing to take
games came on Feb. 12 against
a risk."
Fordham. Again, Baruch, played a
Having nearly reached the midhighly spirited game and never point of the season, it seems as if
allowed Fordham to score more the Statesmen are on the right road
than nine points in a set. Playing to reaching their goal, a .500
without Pajares and Kamperveen, season. The consensus is that most
the Statesmen still played up to
of the losses incurred during the
their
ability.
Fordham's first half of the season should not
team, however, was unimpressive occur again. The only "really
in their play.
tough" team Baruch must face
Pajares' and Kamperveen's again is Columbia.
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Where's Bernie?

NFL '85:

Re~t

Walter Payton. He had an outstanding sCason as he compiled an
After watebinl the ChicaBo Boars.-. -NFL record 10 consecutive 100
demolish the New England yard games. The biggest gratificaPatriots 46-10 I tried to look back tion for Payton was reaching the
011 som~of.the~CD1S.that--did_m~_..~~__ Bowl__after so many losing
the 1985 ~ -m_estws_ ~ seasons with tne~.--~~~~--=-=~~ _._~
only was it the year of the ~s,
Perhaps one of the more exciting
but it was also the year of Wdbam games of the season was when the
"The Refrigerator" Perry. It was Miami Dolphins ended the Bears'
th~ year that saw the Jets. ~d 12-0 streak as they came out winnGiants make the play~ffs, gmng ing, 38-24, when Dan Marino threw
New Yorkers. something to be three touchdown passes. The difproud of. DespJ.te. a ~on of drug ference in that game was the fact
scandals, freak mjunes and. such, I that Marino used a lot of rollout
w~ted to recall the fun tl~CS of passes to get away from the
this season. What I find' fun IS mak- ferocious Chicago Bear pass rush.
ing up the ALL-LEVINE TEAM.
-' "
.
These are the players with whom I
Every now and then a nat1~
would like to start a team.
hero comes along and grabs
From week one to the Super agination of many. This year, that
Bowl it was evident that the hero is William uThe Refrigerator"
Chi~o Bears were the tean to Perry. This 3OS-pound defensive
beat.
Their defense was just tackle from <?lemson scored a
awesome. Defensive Coach Buddy touchdown against ~he Green Bay
Ryan designed the 46 defense, a Packers as a runmng back and
defense that has many variations,
caught a touchdown pass two
These variations gave quarterbacks weeks later to beat the same team.
headaches, to say the least. Just ask He even tri~ to pass the ball for a
Phil Simms and Tony Eason. The touchdown In t.h~ .Super Bowl. but
46 defense is led by such standout w~ sacked. Criticized by Ryan for
performers as Dan Hampton - being too heavy, Perry worked
Richard Dent William Perry Mik~ hard on his defensive skill&- -to
Singletary,
Wilson
Gary emerge as a decent defenSivetdleFendt. The offense wan't too
For the tint time in"y~, both
shabby either. McMahon's pin- the Jets and Giants made the
point passing and scrambling open": playoffs. First year defensive coach
ed up the attack for the heart and Bud Carson turned the Jets defense
Wheres Bernie is a registered service mark of the Office of Career Planning & Placement (SBPA) soul of the offense, running back
Continued'on Page 23, Col. 1)
by Mark LniJIe

We are looking for the last Barueh- business -·student
who has not started the career search.

-

Bernie:

Do you know that February 18, 19, and 20
are the last days to file resumes for companies
coming to the campus after March 24?

m..JID-

Bernie:
If you want to be successful like other

Baruch grads come to the Office of Career
Planning & Placement. Speak to us, Bernie!

otis

Any resemblance to Bernard M. Baruch is entirely intentional.

Office of Career Planning & Placement
School of' Business and Public Administration
Room 1711 / 360 Park Avenue South
212 / 725-3062
Baruch College/CUNY

and

